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Introduction
I came to a point in my life where I woke up and said, "There has to be more to life than this! There
must be more meaning and purpose for my existence! This can't be all there is!” For me at the time,
my day looked like this: I would wake up in the morning to a screaming alarm jolting me out of my
dream state and plunging me into the harsh reality of having to get up before I'm even done
sleeping. The restorative and reparative benefits of sleeping had been rudely interrupted as I was
awakened, frightened actually, by the loud bells suddenly clanging in my head! Still sleepy, I would
stumble into the bathroom and robotically go through the motions of getting ready for what
promised to be a very challenging yet highly unrewarding day. Always the optimist, I would try and
think of the positive things I could do or say to improve the quality of the day but, in the back of my
mind, I knew I was in the wrong place doing the wrong thing with the wrong people.
This 9:00 -5:00 (or more accurately 5:00-9:00) daily grind did not suit my true nature and I knew it
in the very core of my being. At the time however, I felt there was no way out. It was only when I
totally surrendered and asked for guidance from a higher power, that I found my way and
discovered my true purpose. Only then did my life take on a deeper meaning. I realized later that
what that period in my life had offered me as a gift, or reward for suffering, was invaluable. It
triggered in me a strong determination to find a greater meaning and deeper purpose to my life. It
awakened in me the realization that there had to be more! Even then, somewhere inside of me, I
knew there was and that I could find it. And so I did.
It is this type of faith and determination that has driven man for thousands of years to seek out the
true meaning and purpose of our existence. Regardless of what it is that leads man to this inherent
search for truth, every human being will experience these feelings at some point in their life one
way or another. Just by the fact that you are reading this book means that you have reached that
point and because of your faith and determination, are now seeking answers. Your interest in
universal truth and sacred wisdom shows you have awakened and are ready to evolve!
In my first book, Wake Up!, I share my journey of “Awakening through Reflection” and how it
inspired me to set out on a spiritual quest. The book is a 10-day life lessons workshop because I
discovered a “Karmic Cause & Effect Analysis” process that reveals the important life lessons we
came here to learn while providing the opportunity to balance the karma we’ve created along the
way. I wanted to share this process with others since it has been so cathartic for me. The book also
includes journaling, meditations and “Practical Spirituality” - daily practices for balancing ego and
spirit. Through this book, you will learn how to intentionally create meaningful experiences so that
you can consciously evolve toward more enlightened ones. You will discover that the meaning of
life is to create and the purpose is to evolve. This was a huge revelation for me that has transformed
my life in many profound ways. It is my sincere desire that it will have this same effect on others.
My book “Wake Up!” is available on Amazon and video workshops are accessible on my website at:
www.SuzanneRossWellness.com
After realizing that the meaning of life was to create, and the purpose was to evolve, I began a quest
to discover the true nature and origin of our being which inspired this next book in the “Up!”
trilogy, “Rise Up!.” My quest has been very fruitful. What I have discovered has filled me with a
great sense of awe and wonder. I feel a much deeper connection to nature and to the universal
energy all around me. I am so grateful for this opportunity to learn, teach and grow. I embrace

every moment of my life with a spiritual fervor that I want to share with all seekers. I have a strong
sense of overwhelming love for all that is, and it is this journey of discovery that has inspired me! I
wish to share it with you now in the hopes that you will experience the same sense of awe and
wonder as we explore the beauty of creation and the mystery of evolution together.
“Never cease to stand like curious children before the great mystery into which we were born.”
~Einstein
That’s exactly what we’ll be doing on this adventure!
I am motivated by an intense curiosity that drives me to read and research everything I can get my
hands on. My insatiable curiosity fuels my pursuit of answers to the biggest questions: What is the
source of our origin? Is there a grand design and if so, what is our role in it? Do we have a greater
purpose beyond the everyday struggle and finally, what (or where) is our ultimate destiny? In an
effort to discover, understand and share these answers, I have taken great strides to interpret
complex ideas and confusing terminology into everyday language. My goal is to present them in a
way that is intriguing and suspenseful. The story of creation is the greatest mystery of all time and
should be enjoyed as such. Solving this mystery takes us on a fascinating adventure and it requires
turning information into fascination. Fortunately, unlike most people today, I am blessed with the
gift of time. I have spent thousands of hours over several years researching a vast array of
knowledge on topics ranging from astronomy and physics to spirituality and metaphysics. As such, I
have developed a depth of knowledge about these matters only by painstakingly and meticulously
going over and over them in detail until I feel I have reached a clear understanding. It became
evident to me early on that all of this information was connected and much of it was saying the
same thing. I found I was exploring the same concepts just from different perspectives. I even
discovered that they were coming up with the same answers to the same questions among
disciplines that were supposedly contradictory! The concepts and philosophies were just presented
from different perspectives based on their specialized expertise or specific belief system.
I have been able to develop a broad perspective on a wide array of topics because I have maintained
an unbiased openness to all of the knowledge. I am not limited by one specific area of research or
focused on one religion or spiritual philosophy. As a result, I know a little about a lot and this has
allowed me to see the parallels between many different schools of thought. Although unlimited in
my breadth of research, I am limited in the specific details and technical knowledge of any one field.
However, this book is not intended in any way to be a scientific text or a religious or spiritual
doctrine. It is intended for the everyday person who has an open mind and a willingness to explore
a variety of ideas and paths. As such, I am opening my book with a blanket statement to clarify my
intention:
The theories presented within are purely hypothetical, conceptual and not necessarily factual. I
have taken information that I have discovered and contemplated its significance within the context
of a broad perspective. I offer this perspective and then develop a theory, or set of ideas, for your
consideration. My intention is that the readers discover, consider and decide for themselves what
may or may not represent universal truth and sacred wisdom. I encourage this by suggesting
further research as well as contemplative meditation.
“The ultimate value of life depends upon awareness and the power of contemplation
rather than mere survival.” ~Aristotle
I have found deep contemplation to be an extremely valuable tool which has led to many of my

epiphanies and revelations. Einstein called them “thought experiments” and although his were on
the level of genius, the concept is still the same. He connected to a greater field of consciousness
which led to earth-shattering revelations. We too can access this field and discover our own truths!
There are many questions that we as humans do not have absolute factual answers for, so we must
“theorize” based on what we believe to be true. For centuries, scientists, spiritualists and
theologians have taken what they have knowledge of and formulated what they believed were
“truths” based on actual research as well as intuitive insight. It is all a matter of perception. In fact,
perception is a major factor in the assessment of the true nature of reality. Honestly, it may be the
only one that truly matters!
The Dalai Lama once said something to the effect of: Do not believe anything I say. Listen to and
read everything you can get your hands on. Then contemplate what you have learned so you can
have your own experience of the truth. This is exactly what I want you to do with the ideas I have
presented. I will share as much knowledge as I can from credible sources quoting intelligent and
insightful contributors of wisdom (as well as offering my own intuitive insight). In the end,
however, it is for you to decide what resonates as true for you. What works for you is whatever you
can wrap your head around and apply to your own experience of reality. The most important thing I
encourage you to do is to have an open mind. I heard a funny quote by Frank Zappa once:
“A mind is like a parachute. It doesn’t work if it isn’t open.”
In the search for universal truth, it’s critical to keep an open mind and not allow preconceived ideas
and notions, or fear of the unknown, to stand in the way of new ideas and possibilities. In a book by
Shirley MacLaine called “Out on a Limb”, I found a wonderful excerpt that inspired me to explore
beyond the familiar horizon of my comfort zone:
“Instead of going deeper, most people choose to be comfortable, to just accept the limits and
restrictions imposed by safe superficiality, to be successful and well-attended creatures of comfort with
protection and warmth and no challenges from what could be frighteningly new and unknown…no
challenges from what more we could be, no challenge from what more we could understand, no
challenge of how that might threaten us.” [1]
When I read this, I thought, “It’s like scuba diving. It challenges you to go way outside of your
comfort zone as you dive into the freezing water and enter a world of the unknown where you can’t
even breathe normally! But the fascinating world of incredible beauty and wonder that lies just
under the surface is so magical, it’s absolutely worth the risk and you are grateful you accepted the
challenge!” Just by the fact that you are reading this, shows that you have chosen to accept the
challenge of going beyond your preconceived notions and explore new ideas. Motivated by a desire
to enhance your life and become more enlightened in your approach to living and being, you may
already be very open-minded and that will benefit you greatly on this adventure into the depths of
reality.
In the introduction of my first book “Wake Up!” I shared a story about how one day I woke up
determined to figure out the true meaning and purpose of life. While on a walking meditation later
that day, I was suddenly blessed with a divine revelation. It was so spectacular that it triggered an
intense desire within me to reach out and tell everyone what I had learned in that moment. On a
walk one day, I was looking down at the ground intensely focused on my thoughts. I was saying
over and over in my mind, “Meaning and purpose, meaning and purpose…” when suddenly I felt
compelled to look up at the sky. As if I was having a dreamlike vision, I saw clearly written across
the sky in puffy white letters:

MEANING – TO CREATE PURPOSE – TO EVOLVE.
I knew I was witnessing a miracle and just stood there in complete awe for a few moments. Then a
huge sense of relief washed over me. I finally had the answer I had been seeking and it was so
simple and yet so profound. From that moment on, I knew I had to devote the rest of my life to
creating with meaning and evolving with purpose. I also felt very strongly that this message had
been given to me so I could share it with others. I have spent every day since then focused on doing
just that. I am either developing a workshop, writing a book, producing videos or conducting
interviews. I have interviewed over 50 spiritually inspired thought leaders from around the world
and share them on my website at: www.LightenUpTV.net.
Through my workshops, books and shows, I have inspired and empowered many people around the
world just by revealing this one simple truth:
We are extraordinary human beings with the unlimited potential to do, be and have anything we
desire with the power of our pure intentions.
All we have to do is believe in ourselves, apply some basic principles and stay focused on our own
personal evolution!
This book, however, takes the whole concept of realizing one’s potential to a much higher level as
we reveal the true power of our ‘Creator-consciousness’ and the amazing strength of our directed
intention. It all starts with a greater understanding of the vibrational nature of reality and our
connection to the universal mind! Once I really began to contemplate ‘creating and evolving’ on a
deeper level, it occurred to me that if we truly want to realize the fundamental truths about
ourselves, we need to know more about who we really are, where we came from, how we got here,
why we are here and where we are going. I knew these were heavy questions, but I also knew I had
to find the answers and so I began an exhaustive search through books, archives and religious texts
about mythology and history, science and spirituality, quantum physics and metaphysics. I have
also referenced material whose source is of an “other-worldly” nature. I discovered some
remarkable teachings that were provided by advanced beings through the process of channeling.
The knowledge that is revealed in these texts often times far exceeds our own current
understanding of reality.
For thousands of years, man has been driven to seek out the origin and nature of his existence.
Because of this passionate quest for the truth, there are endless resources of information available
about creation and evolution. I will present a vast array of factual, mythological and channeled
material and then draw parallels between them. This has proven to be a very effective way of
identifying the fundamental truths that have been repeated throughout the ages. The enduring
power of these truths stands as a testimonial of their authenticity. Drawing the parallels between
different perspectives on the same conceptual truths has been truly fascinating. I will find a sacred
text that uncovers some bizarre-sounding myth and then find scientific facts or evidence that
actually validate it! The channeled material is absolutely the most revealing. I highly encourage you
to open your mind about this as a very credible source of advanced knowledge and sacred wisdom.
The stories of Abraham and Moses in the bible are probably the most well-known examples of
receiving ‘divine’ messages from an ‘other-worldly’ source. Other good examples are Muhammed’s
encounter with Angel Gabriel or Joseph Smith’s interaction with “Moroni” who led him to the
“Golden Book of Mormon.” Many prophets and seers over the centuries have been blessed with
sacred knowledge that they received from an “other-worldly” source. Accounts of gods, demi-gods
and angels interacting with humans is a common theme in the ancient world and even today, many

people believe in the presence of angels and divine guidance from “above.”
I believe channeling is a sincere attempt from higher sources, heavenly or otherwise, to lovingly
guide us and teach us in the interest of our evolutionary advancement. In fact, the ancient and
modern texts based on insights from these sources contain the most compelling and comprehensive
revelations. The “Pyramid Texts” and Sumerian clay tablets along with “The Urantia Book” and “The
RA Material” are excellent examples of this and when I align the content with scientific facts and
spiritual or religious doctrines, it becomes clear that they are presenting fundamental truths! Some
of these truths are rather shocking and have dramatically altered my understanding of creation and
evolution. I promise you that this part of the adventure will be extraordinarily fascinating as we
crawl through ancient caves, read ancient and modern sacred texts and hang out with
extraordinary authors who become our tour guides on this virtual adventure. All of this will bring
us closer to the real truth behind the story of creation!
Here are the things you need to put into your backpack before heading out on this adventure:
1). A strong desire to discover the fundamental truths of our existence
2). A deeply inquisitive curiosity about the universe around you
3). An open-mind! This requires a willingness to reserve judgment until all relevant viewpoints
have been taken into consideration
4). An ability to set aside preconceived ideas and notions thereby, making space for new ones
5). An expansive mind that can see the big picture beyond ordinary experiences of reality
6). A vivid imagination that can visualize new possibilities about the true nature of reality
7). A commitment to engage in contemplative meditation so inner wisdom can be revealed
8). A dedication to journaling the truths that resonate strongly within the core of your being
Let’s briefly discuss journaling as a way of recording your personal revelations. I have suggested
that you “journal the truths that resonate strongly.” You may be asking, "What does that mean? How
will I know what "resonates" for me? Is it a feeling or an awareness? How do I identify ‘truths’ and
develop a ‘knowing’?" These are all good questions. Hopefully, I can answer them for you because I
had the same ones myself and have given them a lot of thought. I have also been fortunate enough
to have had the experience of “coming to a knowing.” I believe that to resonate with a truth is to
remember it. If something you read or hear about "rings true" for you, I believe you are having a
'moment of recall' just like when you suddenly remember an event or a person from this lifetime
because a memory has been triggered.
This type of recall usually occurs when something from your five senses of sight (including visions),
sound (including words and thoughts), smell, taste or even touch recognizes something familiar
that “rings a bell.” It’s likely something from the so-called “past” that causes a specific memory to
surface. This is common with smells (like perfume) or sounds (like a song). Sometimes we may not
even be able to identify exactly where the memory came from as it might feel strange to us like déjà
vu. Some memories may even originate from a dream experience or past life. I believe that we have
millions of memories from all of our experiences beginning from the first moment of creation. I also
believe that if we expand our consciousness, we can greatly increase our ability to tap into these
and "recall" many of them. This type of recall presents itself as a familiar truth that you have a
certain knowing about and, as such, it resonates with you or “rings true.” These truths are the ones
that we have had the deepest connection with over many lifetimes. Our akashic records hold the
accumulation of all of the experiences we have had since the beginning of time! This is the library of
our consciousness and we can tap into the memories within it just by triggering them. Through
exploring creation and evolution from a spiritual and scientific perspective, we are triggering deep-

seated memories that otherwise may not surface. Of course, journaling, meditating, visualizing and
contemplating help to trigger these revelations as well and we will be engaging in all of these
practices during each day of our adventure!
Ultimately, the true purpose of our lives is to progress along our ascension paths by creating
meaningful experiences that increase our self-knowledge and enhance our ability to love. To “know
thyself” and to experience love are the two primary reasons for our existence. Always remember
that wisdom and love are the keys to creation, evolution and ascension. This ascension journey
presents a unique opportunity to “know thyself” by uncovering the mysteries about our divine
origin, true nature and final destiny from both an intellectual and spiritual perspective. It also offers
a precious opportunity to develop a greater love for all living beings and a deeper love for all that is.
As evolved beings on the ascension path toward self-realization, we can consciously create the most
meaningful experiences that fulfill our divine purpose – to gather wisdom and experience love. This
deeper meaning and greater purpose lie at the root of our soul’s evolutionary journey and reminds
me of the divine revelation I was once blessed with:
Meaning: To Create, Purpose: To Evolve
Creating with meaning and evolving with purpose is the divine plan! Let’s ask ourselves we can
implement this plan while on our adventurous journey.
What if we could consciously create and purposefully evolve by:
1). Diving deep into sacred texts that reveal profound truths about the energetic nature of reality
2). Taking a closer look at the scientific discoveries revealed by quantum physics, astronomy, and
archaeology.
3). Exploring the fundamental truths that lie within the numerous religious and spiritual belief
systems.
4). Contemplating and meditating upon all the information that we gather and piecing it together
like a puzzle.
Once our exploration of science, religion and spirituality reaches a certain point, pieces of the
puzzle will naturally start falling into place and we will have profound “a-ha” moments – or
“epiphanies”, if you will. What we have really done is triggered a memory from the deep recesses of
our subconscious mind. When this happens, we experience a moment of total recall! This is just like
the feeling you get when you’ve been struggling to remember something and suddenly it flashes in
your mind. It’s a moment of ecstatic recall and you’re proud of yourself for retrieving it. Then you
have a profound sense of relief that you finally resolved the mystery that had been gnawing at you.
All our memories are out there in the vast field of consciousness and we must trigger them if we
want to understand the true nature of our being.
Fortunately, many generous and insightful people have already accessed much of this knowledge
and wisdom from the universal field and have shared their valuable insight. Whether it has been
through exhaustive research, intuitive revelation or spiritual seeking, we have been gifted with a
tremendous depth of literary knowledge and sacred wisdom. This is the material I want to share
with you along with my own intuitive insight. The truths and possibilities contained within this
material have sparked many profound epiphanies and divine revelations for me personally. It is my
sincere desire that, after sharing what I have realized on my own path, you too will have personal
epiphanies and revelations! Once you discover your own personal truths, you will make significant
progress on your own path toward a deep and powerful self-knowing.

The key to fully embracing this adventure will be for you to help me draw the parallels and find the
fundamental truths within the revelations. This is our adventure and we are taking it together. I will
present you with the material, share my own insights about them and then I encourage you to
research and contemplate them as well. I highly recommend that you get a hold of the books I have
referenced and check out the contents for yourself. One very unique aspect of this book is that I
have had the privilege of interviewing many of the authors whose books I have referenced
throughout. I have produced entertaining and informative videos featuring these interviews and
you can access them easily just by clicking on: www.LightenUpTV.net. This way you can hear
directly from the authors themselves and formulate your own conclusions about their revelations
and discoveries.
At the end of each day’s adventure, you will have the opportunity to sit in contemplative meditation
and develop insights of your own. Let’s figure this out together! It’s our human origin and destiny
we are talking about after all! We need to know this stuff if we are going to live in this world with
our eyes wide open! This knowledge will allow us to live in our world more fully with a much
greater appreciation for the pure wonder and amazement of it all. That makes the whole adventure
worthwhile! Plus, we’ll have fun along the way! Please feel free to share your insights with me at:
LightenUpVibe@gmail.com and I will post them on my blog at www.SuzanneRossWellness.com.
Now that we’re all gathered at the trailhead, let’s get inspired to head into this exploration by
engaging in the following visualization. This poetic version of the creation story, entitled “I AM”, is
inspired by the celestial teachings in “The Urantia Book” and as such, I have included several
excerpts from this remarkable text. Since this visualization is meant to be thought-provoking, an
open mind and vivid imagination will help you to fully embrace the experience.
“Imagination is more important than knowledge.” ~Einstein

The Adventure Begins
I AM
A Creation Story

(Inspired by The Urantia Book and Ra Material)

Creation began as a thought - a sudden awareness that emerged out of an infinite ocean of pure bliss.
Like a bright idea that sparks one’s imagination, this creative thought ignited a spark of brilliant light!
Within that single point of light was infinite intelligence and vast energy potential – enough to create
the eternal realm of the ever-expanding universe! This “being of light” in the infinite realm is of a
triune nature which reflects a trinity of beings. In the nucleus of this ocean of bliss resides the
Universal Mother-Father God – the “first source and center” and original “Cosmic Personality.”
Surrounding this “Nuclear Isle of Light” is a luminous sphere – a reflection of God that embodies his
spirit. This is the being of the Eternal Child – the “second source and center” and essence of the “Cosmic
Spirit.” Expanding outward in this infinite realm is the vibrant sphere of the Infinite Spirit – a cocreative expression of the Mother-Father and Child. This being, the “the third source and center”
embodies the “Cosmic Mind.” As this trinity of beings, resting in divine unity, became consciously aware
of their potential to move beyond just existing into actually experiencing, they were consumed with a
desire to “Know Thyself’ as the collective “Comic Consciousness.”
This inherent longing for self-realization, and the desire to creatively express their infinite
potential, inspired these primordial beings of love and light to create in unity as the trinity
consciousness of the “One Infinite Creator.” They began to realize that in order to create with the
energy of love and the light of intelligence, they would have to expand their divine consciousness.
From their infinite realm, they would have to co-create an eternal, existential realm within which
they could “exist” as manifest beings. This realm would have a beginning but no ending. Their
creative consciousness would be projected into an eternal “being” that could actualize their
potential in this existential realm. They would call this living, breathing being “The Eternal Realm of
Havona.” Forever residing in the infinite realm of Paradise, the Divine Trinity realized they could
project a reflection of their consciousness into eternity as the Creative Trinity. From Paradise,
Mother-Father God could project its “Cosmic Personality” to define all patterns of energy and
matter. In Havona, the Eternal Child could project its “Cosmic Spirit” to inspire the creation of life
and the Infinite Spirit could project its “Cosmic Mind” to create and illuminate forms. Together,
their ability to project their consciousness enabled them to create eternity in four distinct
directions with four elemental patterns. Within each of the four directional elements, the trinity
was still expressed. With the trinity (3) expressing itself in all four (4) directions, they developed
twelve (3 X 4) patterns of consciousness. These twelve patterns became the divine blueprints of
perfection for the eternal ones existing in Havona who would later become known as the “Ancients
of Days.” As 12 male/female divine counterparts, they would become the 24 elders.
Once the Creative Trinity manifested an existential realm of perfection with twelve archetypal
beings that could exist and “be”, they soon developed the desire to project an experiential realm in
which these beings could experience and “do.” Already perfect in eternity, they imagined a realm
where these beings could “evolve” into perfection by experiencing reality rather than just existing
in it. As their collective vision began to take shape, the Creative Trinity taught the eternal children
the same technique of reflection and projection that they had used to escape infinity. Just as they
had to move out of infinity to create in eternity, the eternal children would have to move out of
eternity to create an experiential realm.
From infinity, the Divine Trinity projected a reflection of themselves into eternity. In doing so, they
created an inverted triangle that could penetrate a point through which their consciousness could

flow beyond infinity. This point is called the Isle of Paradise and will always lie at the center of
Havona. This source of consciousness from the infinite sea will always flow into eternity – the
creative realm with a beginning but no ending. Now the Creative Trinity would teach the 12
archetypal children of eternity to use the same technique of reflection and projection to expand
their consciousness beyond eternity. They developed the ability to project perfect reflections of
themselves as holographic images that could suspend in space. Then they created the concept of the
“arrow of time” upon which they could travel.
Collectively, they would become one “being” with twelve aspects. Projecting outward into space and
traveling on the arrow of time, this being would be called the “Supreme Being.” This brilliant
technique of holographic projection coupled with the ingenious method of space-time travel would
enable the eternal children to virtually experience realms of illusion that would seem very real to
their senses. Through the Supreme Being, the 12 archetypal expressions could project their perfect
blueprints like soul streams expanding into holographic time and space realms. These realms
would simply be a reflection of Havona – the only real and perfect universe at the center of creation.
The Supreme Being would create 7 holographic spheres to revolve around Havona as reflections of
its 7 energy centers. With 7 universes and 12 archetypes as the perfect patterns of creation, the
Supreme Being created holographic worlds with holographic beings to inhabit them based upon
these patterns. This grand illusion would offer a holographic “place”, or point, where the Creative
Trinity could “know” the 12 aspects of thyself through experiences in time and space realms. The
further the Supreme Being projected into the farthest reaches of time and space, the more distorted
the consciousness of the holographic beings became.
No matter how distorted or chaotic these worlds and beings became, they would always be drawn
back to the source of their beingness in Havona as the eternal ones. These “distorted” soul streams
would always be sourced from perfection and instinctually be compelled to evolve toward it. In
whispers, they would hear their soul calling from Havona and eventually heed the call and turn
homeward. These soul-infused “human” beings would always be inspired to seek out their divine
source no matter where they were in time and space. At some point on their journey, something
would always ignite their divine spark. This would inspire them to set out on a spiritual quest to
find the source of this eternal flame. These inspired seekers eventually discover that the source of
their being has been inside their own hearts all along. They intuitively find ways to connect into
their own heart space and tune into their eternal soul flame from beyond. Eventually, they are
drawn into the heart of their home in Havona where they tune into their perfect divine blueprint.
When this connection is made, the transformation begins as their soul flame ignites their divine
source codes. This sets the seeker firmly on the ascension path and this is where our 10-day
journey begins.
The version of creation and evolution you have just read was inspired by the celestial being who
shared the following passages in “The Urantia Book”:
“The absolute level is beginningless, endless, timeless, and stateless. This level is Trinity attained by
the Paradise deities…Finite realities may not have endings, but they always have beginnings – they
are created…Deity may be existential, as in the Eternal (Child); experiential, as in (The Supreme
Being – the supreme deity of evolutionary time-space creatures)…undivided, as in the Paradise
Trinity. Deity is the source of all that which is divine…Divinity is creature comprehensible as truth,
beauty and goodness; correlated in personality as love, mercy and ministry; disclosed on
impersonal levels as justice, power and sovereignty. Divinity may be perfect-complete-as on
existential and Creator levels of Paradise perfection; it may be imperfect, as on experiential and
creature levels of time-space evolution; or it may be relative, neither perfect or imperfect as in

certain Havona levels of existential-experiential relationships… Cosmic consciousness implies the
recognition of a first cause, the one and only uncaused reality... God, as the first source and center, is
primal in relation to the total reality… The Universal (Mother-Father) is the personality of the first
source and center and as such, maintains personal relations of infinite control over all coordinate
and subordinate sources and centers…The mind forces are converging in the Infinite Spirit (the
second source and center) …The universe spirit forces are converging in the Eternal (Child), (the
third source and center). [2]
This remarkable insight gives a sense of order to the creation story and satisfies the pervasive
spiritual belief in a beginning-less, endless realm of infinity while still embracing the collective
“religious” belief in a Creator as the first cause. This explanation of the trinity as the “triune” nature
of God, existing on Paradise fulfills the biblical prophecies and at the same time, helps us to
understand them as the source of our personality, spirit and mind. Intentionally projecting their
consciousness into the eternal realm allows them to express their creative potential in “Havona”
while remaining unified in their divine essence on Paradise. We will continue to explore the
creation story as told by the celestial beings in “The Urantia Book” throughout our adventure but
this summary helps us to understand the foundation on which it is based.
Within the foreword of this book, I also found an exquisite explanation of the “I AM” principle. This
expression has been used repeatedly throughout human history as a divine revelation that
embraces the essence of our being. Philosophers and theologians have been searching for the true
meaning behind this expression for centuries. In the bible, Jesus, as the word of God, proclaims “I
am the bread of life” (John 6:48) and in spiritual literature, “I am that I am” is often presented as a
proclamation of our divine nature. I was very intrigued by the explanation offered in “The Urantia
Book” and although the terminology used can be somewhat confusing at times, if you focus on the
deeper meaning behind the words, the revelations are profound. To convey the meaning, I will
present their explanation as a collection of excerpts I have pieced together:
“Reality, as comprehended by finite beings, is partial, relative, and shadowy. The maximum deity
reality fully comprehensible by evolutionary finite creatures is embraced within the Supreme
Being. Nevertheless, there are antecedent and eternal realities, ‘super finite realities’, which are
ancestral to the supreme deity of evolutionary time-space creatures. In attempting to portray the
origin and nature of universal reality, we are forced to employ the technique of time-space
reasoning to reach the level of the finite mind. Therefore, must many of the simultaneous events of
eternity be presented as sequential “transactions.” As the time-space creature would view the
origin and differentiation of reality, the eternal and infinite I AM achieved deity liberation from the
fetters of…infinity to the exercise of inherent and eternal free will… And this original transaction,
the theoretical I AM achieved the realization of personality by becoming the eternal (MotherFather) of the original (Child) simultaneously with becoming the eternal source of the Isle of
Paradise. Coexistent with the differentiation of the (Child) from the (Mother-Father), and in the
presence of Paradise, there appeared the person of the Infinite Spirit and the central universe of
Havona… The concept of I AM is a philosophic concession which we make to the…finite mind of
man, to the impossibility of creature comprehension of eternity existences – beginning but neverending realities and relationships. To the time-space creature, all things must have a beginning save
only the one uncaused - the primeval cause of causes. Therefore, do we conceptualize this
philosophic value-level as the I AM, at the same time instructing all creatures that the Eternal
(Child) and Infinite Spirit are co-eternal with the I AM; in other words, that there never was a time
when the I AM was not the (Mother-Father) of the (Eternal Child) and, with them, of the (Infinite)
Spirit.” [3]

I recommend reading and re-reading this a few times to fully grasp the meaning and then pausing
to absorb the full implications of this profound message. Once the depth of their meaning is
understood, however, the reality they portray is magnificent! We begin to fully realize the divine
origin and nature of our being. The ultimate truth is that we are each a unique pattern, or aspect, of
the Creator’s personality. Furthermore, we are endowed with its creative spirit and have unlimited
access to its infinite intelligence! Of course, because of our attachment to our ego-identity, it
requires a conscious effort to evolve toward this realization, but that’s why we are on this ascension
journey!
From a more earthly standpoint, I have made a sincere attempt to intertwine scientific theory with
the diverse philosophies and beliefs of both religion and spirituality. What I have come to discover,
time and again, is that they are intricately intertwined in many ways. Making the parallels between
these views truly defines the nature of my approach. As the creation story continues and the
formation of the universes get underway, I use this approach to combine science and spirituality
into one creative symphony, or uni-“verse”. This has inspired a new genre I call Sci-Spi and a T.V.
series I am producing called “Supernatural Adventures” which you can see clips of on my website
at: www.LightenUpTV.net.
My quest to merge science and spiritualty inspired me to write this poetic verse:
From a single point of light, the Cosmic Consciousness emerged in a brilliant explosion of infinite
energy. Thus, the amazing adventure of creation and evolution began! At first, there were just gaseous
clouds and colorful lights but as these continued to expand outward, they began to cool. As they
cooled, antimatter and matter engaged in a struggle, but light overcame the darkness and matter
emerged victoriously! Atoms began to form out of the gas and swirling strings of vibrating light began
spinning to create forms and geometric patterns. The Creator is beginning to realize his infinite
intelligence through the creation of these patterns as each one becomes more complex. The ability to
creatively evolve in this way gives meaning and purpose to this experience. The Creator’s journey of
self-realization is underway! Cosmic consciousness is at the core of all creation for it is the first source
of all things - the uncaused cause, if you will. The Creator, as the Universal Mother-Father, is the
“Cosmic Personality,” the bestower of personality and the originator of all patterns of energy –
material, spiritual and mindal. The Eternal Child projects the spirit of life into these patterns and in
doing so, living beings are created! The Child, as the likeness of Mother-Father God, embodies the pure
qualities of love and compassion, peace and joy. These values define the highest consciousness
attainable by these created beings. The infinite intelligence of Mother-Father and Child is embraced by
the Infinite Spirit who embodies the omnipresent and omniscient “Cosmic Mind.” Stars are created that
the trinity can admire and planets for beings which they can adore.
We are the Divine Trinity’s creations. They created us with the light and energy of their own
creative potential which is filled with infinite love and intelligence. As creative aspects of the
original trinity, we are filled with the same creative potential ignited by the desire to know and love
thyself! In the beginning, these creative beings knew they had the energy potential and free will to
create throughout eternity and therefore, to express and self-realize. Their desire to know thyself is
so powerful that it drives the eternal expansion of consciousness. They are fully aware of their
infinite potential to manifest with an ever-evolving intelligence. Therefore, they use their free will
to continue to create knowing the possibilities are always endless. The “One Infinite Creator” as
Mother-Father God along with the Eternal Child and Infinite Spirit are proving to be
unimaginatively creative as their all-pervasive consciousness intelligently evolves, expands and
ascends! We are this cosmic consciousness. We exist within this creative field as eternal spirit
beings. We are simply clothed within a holographic vehicle so that we can have experiences in the

time-space illusion and therefore, become more self-realized.
“Reality is an illusion, albeit a very pervasive one.”
~Einstein
Our physical and spiritual incarnations in multiple realms enriches our soul’s evolution and
ascension! As we move through this 10-day adventure, it will become increasingly clear that we
must fully embrace every precious moment. We will learn to cherish every opportunity to expand
our consciousness. We will become tuned into our higher selves as we activate our divine source
codes and ignite the divine spark in our soul. We will be inspired to dedicate ourselves every day in
every way to our soul’s ascension into the light of pure love!
So, what are we waiting for? Why are we living within this limited view of ourselves as human
beings? We truly are spiritual beings having a physical experience and as such, the spirit of the
divine trinity and all of their creative potential lie within each and every one of us. We are both
human and divine! The creative spirit of the divine is all around us in every living thing and
breathing being. It is omnipresent and omniscient. As divine light beings, we can learn to use this
omnipotent light, or pure consciousness, to create and manifest. We can absorb this light and use it
to ignite our own creative spirit. We can learn how to direct our thoughts intentionally and access
the “Creator-consciousness.” As we uncover the true nature of our reality, we will learn how to tap
directly into it!
With that in mind, let’s begin our virtual adventure into the mysteries of creation from infinity to
eternity and through time and space realities! Let’s set an intention to tune into these realms by
opening our hearts and projecting our minds. As we project our consciousness into these realms,
we will be developing our own “Creator-consciousness.” This will activate our divine potential to
create and manifest in these realms. This journey will awaken the creator within us as we tune into
the source of our being. We will discover that anything is possible since we are both human and
divine. This is how we RISE UP! and ascend, my friends, for this is a journey worth taking.
Many blessing on your extraordinary adventure!
With love in my heart for all beings,
Suzanne
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Tuning into Source
Techniques for Accessing the Light of Wisdom
One day, while on a walking meditation, I was contemplating the origin and nature of light and
sound. Several of the revelations I had been exploring, through both research and meditation, were
leading me to the conclusion that the sun served as a portal through which consciousness could
flow. I began to realize that not only was the sun a source of light, but it was also a source of
consciousness. I also knew that the universe hummed with the sound of radiation. It was the
vibrational sound of the universe! Then it dawned on me that these four words - source,
consciousness, sound and light – were intricately connected. I began to play with various concepts:
“Light and sound define the consciousness that emanates from the source”, “The source of
consciousness is illuminated by light and expressed by sound”, etc. Visions of the brilliant spark of
light that ignited the creation of all things began to flash in my mind. The sound of this spectacular
explosion must have been epic! This flash of light and shockwave of sound symbolized the moment
when the creative consciousness expanded wildly in all directions beginning the eternal adventure
we are on. I thought of ‘God’s first words’, according to the Bible, the ‘words of the source’, if you
will: “Let there be light!” and had a sense that the greater meaning was “Let there be awareness!”,
“Let consciousness flow!” Therefore, the sun was created as a portal through which this source
could be projected onto creation! I visualized images being created with spiraling waves of light and
spinning colors to define the forms. The whole of reality could be viewed as an illusion of vibrating
light and color creating an energetic field of consciousness. I began to imagine the source of
intelligence - an artiste extraordinaire - swirling around in this field and creating these forms. I
knew if I could see the space around me, there would be symbols and patterns crowding every inch
of the space around me. Then I thought, “Wouldn’t it be cool if I could actually see these invisible
energies at work or communicate with the intelligence in charge? Then I could really start to
uncover the mysteries of the universe!” It was only then I realized that maybe I already was. These
experiences I was calling epiphanies were coming to me in the form of cosmic visions and messages
from beyond. I began to realize that by expanding my awareness and meditating daily, I was
somehow communicating with a higher source that was showing me answers and sharing
inspiration. When I focused my attention in a contemplative state, answers would flow naturally
into my mind that I had not previously known. Somehow, I was attracting this information into my
own field of awareness. I wondered how I was doing this. I knew there were many people who did
this all the time and that this type of communication had been going forever. Ancient cultures were
aware of a “cosmic well of knowledge” that could only be accessed by mystics or lamas. The Hindu’s
called this pre-existing field of knowledge the “akashic records” and relied on enlightened beings to
reveal the contents. I became extremely curious as to how and why only certain people could access
this field. I also knew that, if it was humanly possible (and apparently it was), anyone could tap into
it if they really tried!
As I started to explore this phenomenon, I discovered the concept of a “Zero Point Field” in which
every thought, action and event of the past, present and future is stored in a collection of electrical
charges. I came to understand that when I intentionally focused on receiving information, that an
electromagnetic exchange of energy would take place. Consciousness would flow in on vibrating
waves of light and sound. I became aware that I was attracting this information into my field by
“tuning into it” like a radio frequency. If thoughts really were stored as electrical charges in a “zero
point field”, this would mean that I was intentionally sending out an electromagnetic frequency. I
began to understand, through studying this concept, that by creating a vibrational field around me, I
could attract energy that was vibrating at the same frequency. Thoughts, I realized, were energetic!
I was intrigued by these revelations and wanted to share them with my husband. As a mobility
engineer, he uses radio frequencies and electromagnetic energy to facilitate the flow of information

all day. This is what enables cell communication through all of our devices. I shared with him my
discovery that thoughts are stored within fields of electromagnetic energy. I told him that I believed
they traveled on light waves as a vibrational frequency and could be accessed intentionally. Not
inclined toward anything “woo-woo”, he laughed and said, “Well in this reality, my dear,
information actually travels on radio frequencies and is transported through fiber-optic cables as
light!” I was thinking, “Thoughts, information, consciousness – they create an energetic field and
carry an electromagnetic charge. They also travel on waves of light and sound and are energetically
exchanged in this way! I wanted to be sure I understood him correctly so I replied, “Are you saying
that information is sent through fiber-optic cables as light?” He cocked his head and thought about
this for a minute. He then remarked, “Well, I guess you could say that the information is imprinted
on the light?” I thought, “Consciousness is imprinted on light too!”
After talking with my husband, it became clear to me that electromagnetic frequencies and waves of
sound and light are the mechanisms through which consciousness, or information, flows. I realized
that, in my heightened state of awareness, especially during meditation, I was resonating at a higher
frequency. This enabled me to access information that was also vibrating at the same high
resonance. I was accessing a higher field of consciousness or increasing my band-width, if you will!
This reminded me of another conversation my husband and I had recently had. I was explaining
how the cells in the body actually used light to communicate with each other. I had learned that
information sent from the brain actually travels on light and when cells interact, it causes a very
brief flash of light. He just looked at me and said, “Like cell communication?” and we both laughed.
That’s when we began to associate signals from cell towers like signals from the brain – both
attracting specific frequencies within certain bandwidths. He told me that soon technology would
allow us to communicate with holographic images and I said, “Ah, the true nature of reality coming
to light!” Now we really are demonstrating our Creator-like abilities – a true expression of our
Creator-consciousness!
I came to the conclusion that both light and sound can be seen as mechanisms through which the
source of consciousness flows. Even though my husband was physically facilitating the flow of
information and I was doing it in a spiritual sense, we were both accessing the field of
consciousness by using vibrational frequency. I found these revelations to be very illuminating (pun
intended) and knew the implications were profound! Ultimately, I believe that, as we become more
advanced beings, we will not require the use of mobile devices and computers to communicate or
obtain information across distances. I believe we will be able to do it telepathically. According to the
pyramid texts found in Egypt, telepathic communication was fairly common. The writings describe
“mind-over-matter” practices that were part of the mystic initiations students received inside the
chambers of the pyramids. This knowledge later emerged in secret societies like the Freemasons
and in the philosophical beliefs and practices of the Rosicrucians, both of which are still going
strong today.
Throughout history, sorcerers, sages and biblical characters have performed “miracles” that involved
telekinesis, teleportation and telepathy. These enlightened beings were able to move massive objects
at will, disappear and reappear as holographic images and relay messages from beyond. They knew
that matter was simply a vibrational “thought-form” which had been manifested and that there was
also an underlying field of un-manifested energy. In ancient Vedantic philosophy, they called
manifest-form “Prakriti” and the underlying pure consciousness, or formless spirit, “Purusha.” Those
who are enlightened are able to use this knowledge to consciously manipulate both energy and
matter at will. They were using their inherent free will and Creator-consciousness in the highest
sense! They learned how to resonate with the vibrational frequencies that defined the thought-forms
of matter and direct this energy with the power of their intention. I firmly believe that if we focus on

evolving consciously, we can begin to master our mind. This will allow us to become more attuned to
our inherent abilities and realize our full potential as divine human beings! For now, let’s start by
learning how to access the field of consciousness and tap into the source of omnipresent intelligence
that is swirling around us. As we do so, our unlimited potential to access higher realms of thought
will unfold. We will begin to realize the truth that, as children of the Creator, we too have the creative
spirit within us. Consciousness is spirit come to life! With free will and intention, we can choose to
use these abilities to access universal truth and become more enlightened beings. It’s time to explore
these possibilities! Throughout our adventure, I will encourage you to engage in four different types
of introspection. I have assigned a specific practice to each day depending on the revelations we will
be exploring. These practices include:
Contemplative Meditation
Walking Meditation
Visualization
Lucid Dreaming
They are designed as mechanisms for accessing higher levels of consciousness.
Accessing the Mind-field
I believe that there are three interrelated, yet distinct, aspects of consciousness we can tap into in
an effort to gain knowledge and wisdom. The first level of consciousness, that we have the most
immediate access to, is our own “higher self”. This is the essence of our eternal soul and it is
imprinted with all of the accumulated knowledge and experience from this and past lifetimes. It is
the primary source of information that our mind draws from on a conscious, subconscious and even
super-conscious level. I like to call it the “mind-field” because it is the primary source of the
thoughts that enter our mind as consciousness. Our brain is accessing this field as it processes the
information it retrieves. Our thoughts are actually outside of us in the “mind-field” rather than
inside of our head. Our brain is just an analytical processor receiving and transmitting signals which
tune into various frequencies of thought. Our thoughts represent a series of vibrational frequencies
strung together in a stream of consciousness. We are concerned, first, with accessing the vast
amount of knowledge and wisdom that lies within our own higher consciousness. This mind-field
contains all of the knowledge we have gathered in this and past lifetimes. Ultimately, however, we
want to reach into the depth of our soul where all of the information we have ever known and all of
the experiences we have ever had, both in the physical and spiritual realm, are forever imprinted.
Let’s start by talking about the nature of the soul. I believe we actually have an “over-soul” which is
essentially the whole expression of our eternal soul and in each lifetime, we are only expressing a
certain aspect of it. If we can wrap our heads around the idea of an “eternal present”, we may be
able to grasp the concept that all of our experiences from the past, present and future are
happening simultaneously. As physical beings in time and space, we can only experience them
sequentially, within the limitations of our linear mind, so this may be too far out to grapple with. If
we can, however, try and embrace the idea of an eternal present, we are more likely to connect with
the fullness of our “oversoul”. Instead of thinking of past, present and future lives, we can start to
think of concurrent lives taking place in a multi-dimensional reality. From this perspective, we can
draw upon the experiences which are taking place within all of them. I believe we come into this
time and place with a “veil of forgetting” about our so-called past so that we can fully embrace the
present, but if the veil is too thin, or if we can penetrate it, we can recall our past lives quite vividly.
We can benefit from this greater field of knowledge and experience in order to grasp a better
understanding of our true nature and purpose in this one. As souls, we aren’t limited by the narrow
bandwidth of one single lifetime and just one aspect of our whole self. Psychics, I believe, are able to

read the thoughts and see the images that we are projecting not just from this lifetime but from
concurrent ones as well. They are accessing our higher consciousness and connecting with the
many aspects of our “oversoul”. If we have faith in our own abilities as beings of unlimited potential,
we too can draw from this abundant source! It just requires a commitment of time and dedication
to our practice. The more we recognize that our true nature is that of an energetic “light” being
trapped within our physical body, we can start to set ourselves free and connect with the energy all
around us! Even though our bodies are also made up of light (as all images are) they appear to be
more solid because they are vibrating at a much lower frequency. Our souls vibrate at a frequency
closer to that of light so when, through meditation, we learn to resonate at higher frequencies, we
can tapping our own “inner wisdom”! Thoughts are energetic and we want to master the exchange
of “thought-energy” within the field around us. Once we do, we can learn how to intentionally direct
these energetic thoughts at will! Then we will truly begin to unleash our highest potential. I will
show you ways in which you can increase the vibrational quality of your environment during
meditation so you can resonate with the energetic thoughts of your higher self!
One of the most important skills you will develop is the ability to concentrate and this will serve
you well throughout the course of our adventure as we search for hidden truths. During meditation,
you will be guided to concentrate on your breathing as it flows in and out of your body. When you
first engage in this practice, you will become acutely aware of the overwhelming thoughts that arise
in your mind, each one of them competing for space. Over time, you will become more skilled at
releasing these thoughts gently without forcing them out or engaging with them. Just like your
breath flows in and out, you will be guided to allow your thoughts to arise and dissipate. Then when
you feel like your mind is uncluttered like a clear blue sky, you will be guided to focus on a single
point in the distance. Concentrating on this single point will cause it to become brighter and you
may feel as if you are consciously moving toward it. If a thought arises in your mind and distracts
you, just set it on a cloud and send it away so your mind will be like a clear blue sky once again.
Trying to stay focused on this single light in the distance will gradually improve your concentration
over time. With consistency, you will naturally begin to block out any distractions and your singlepointed focus will become laser sharp. Once your ability to concentrate has been honed-in, you can
start to engage in contemplative meditation. Presented with a concept or specific idea, you will be
asked to apply your single-pointed focus to decipher every aspect of it. This will challenge you to
look deeply into the mind-field. The more you practice this type of meditation, the more epiphanies
you will have. You will begin to remember the truths you have known before from experiences in
the past. Knowledge and wisdom will come to you that you don’t recall being taught or having read.
This is when your meditations will become highly productive and your spiritual understanding will
begin to grow and develop exponentially. Once you head down this path of discovery, the
revelations you have will astound and amaze you. They will come to you as a knowing and there
will be no doubt in your mind as to their authenticity. You will discover your own personal truths
and make significant progress on your soul’s journey of self-realization.
Accessing the Collective Field
Earlier I stated my belief that there are three distinct, interrelated aspects of consciousness that you
can tap into. You have the most immediate access to the mind-field we just explored but there is a
greater field of consciousness that lies just beyond the horizon of your own soul’s journey. You will
need to engage in the practice of expanding your energy field now in order to access the
interconnected network of the collective soul. We do this every day on a more superficial level but
to explore the depths of this vast field of consciousness, you will need to open a channel by
engaging in the practice of “running energy” through your chakras. It will be important to create a
portal through which the energy from the earth and the light from the cosmos can flow. Along the

length of your spine, there are several points of consciousness that we will focus on stimulating in
order to create an open channel of communication. At this point, I will also suggest you custom
design a shrine containing objects that have a special significance for you on a spiritual level. This
may include angels and deities you love and honor or pictures of special people you cherish. Objects
from nature show your love of creation and candles (fire), crystal, rocks and water symbolize
elements that attract powerful energy. A clean environment shows respect for the spiritual entities
that may help you connect with the divine consciousness. Washing your hands and face is a sign of
purification. Choose a place to sit that is quiet and free of distraction. Try and sit in the same place
as often as possible as this creates an accumulated field of spiritual energy over time that will be
conducive to your practice. I prefer to sit in direct alignment with the sun if it is daylight because I
believe consciousness flows through this divine portal. At night, I like to reduce the amount of
artificial light and sit facing the starlight through a slightly opened window so the cosmic light and
fresh air can stream in. These are my personal preferences though and you need to go with what
intuitively feels best for you.
Your posture is important as a straight spine is necessary for a direct, unobstructed flow of energy.
Otherwise you can choose to sit on the floor with a cushion or in a chair with your feet on the
ground. Just so long as you are connected with the earth and seated comfortably in an upright
position. Connecting with this greater field of consciousness goes beyond sitting quietly and
focusing on your breath. The single-pointed concentration for accessing the higher self is
imperative but, as you progress, you’ll need to ripen the conditions for tapping into the collective
self. “Spinning” your chakras (energy centers along the length of your spine) will clear a portal
through which consciousness can flow. This is also called “running energy” and it will help you
connect with the field.
See the following illustration and brief description of each of the ascending levels of consciousness
that characterize the seven primary chakras.

CROWN CHAKRA ~ Divine Consciousness

THIRD-EYE CHAKRA ~ Divine Wisdom

THROAT CHAKRA ~ Communication

HEART CHAKRA ~ Love & Compassion

SOLAR PLEXUS CHAKRA ~ Empowerment

SACRAL CHAKRA ~ Desire & Creativity

ROOT CHAKRA ~ Survival Instinct

Accessing the Cosmic Field
As your practice progresses and you begin to connect with more knowledge and wisdom from the
field of consciousness, you will notice revelations of a more divine nature starting to emerge. This is
when your practice will take on a greater depth of meaning and you will be elevated to a new level of
cosmic awareness. In these higher realms, sacred truth and universal knowledge are revealed.
Answers that come to you from this realm will resonate deeply within the very core of your being.
You will have no doubt as to the divine nature of these revelations. Sometimes they are so profound
that, at first, you feel stunned and then as the truth settles in, you feel a quiet sense of awe and wonder
accompanied by a deep inner peace. These revelations come from a higher source. They are a sign
that a door has been opened to the infinite field of cosmic consciousness. Once you walk through that
door, revelations will start coming to you naturally. You may start to have epiphanies throughout the
course of the day when you least expect it. You may even feel the presence of spiritual entities who
came through the cosmic portal to teach you and guide you along your path.
You may have already had experiences or feel cosmically connected to a higher source. If so, maybe
you would like to deepen your connection. If you don’t feel connected, there are more advanced
techniques you can use during meditation that will help open a portal to this higher realm. First,
you will need to have faith in the existence of inter-dimensional consciousness, or a spiritual realm,
and secondly, you must develop your ability to resonate with it. You will need to create vibrational
frequencies within your field of consciousness that are much higher than that of the physical realm.
You will need to send out the right signals to tune in with the desired frequencies and increase your
bandwidth. To reach this more advanced level of communication, you will need to add the powerful
energy of light and sound to your practices. In the opening of this chapter, I explored the field of
consciousness in which we exist. Light and sound are the essence of this field. In fact, they create
the foundation on which reality exists at every level of consciousness. They are the spiritual
elements that define reality. This was described to me with beautiful clarity and a depth of insight
far beyond this simple explanation by a disciple of Swami Veda. I was recently blessed by the
opportunity to speak with him and have transcribed this interview in the last section of my book,
“Realization”. He poetically explains why the use of light and sound techniques during meditation
are so powerful and transcendent.
Let’s talk about we can incorporate the use of light into our meditation practice. These techniques
can actually be used anytime to bring you into a higher state of awareness and increase your
bandwidth. As we know by now, light vibrates at the highest frequency so we can use it to increase
our own resonance and attract thoughts into our field that are beyond our normal awareness. The
cool thing is that we naturally absorb light, so this ability is inherent in our being. We just have to
intentionally develop it if we wish to use it for a higher purpose. There are three access points in
which our bodies receive light and the consciousness within it: 1) the pineal gland at the base of our
skull, 2) our heart center and 3) our sacral center, or belly button. According to many sources, both
scientific and spiritual, the pineal gland is thought of as the seat of consciousness because it absorbs
light directly into our being. It is at this sacred point that you receive and transmit light in the form
of pure consciousness. It is apparently in the shape of a pine cone (this is how it got its name) and is
situated at the base of the skull between the two hemispheres of the brain. According to “The
Urantia Book”, this is where our “thought-adjuster” is located and it is the portal for direct
communication with God the Father. It can be thought of as your personal line of communication
with the source where divine light enters and radiates outward. This is the source of the halo you
often see depicted around the heads of “enlightened” beings. From the second point in the heart
center, energy flows outward creating a so-called ‘toroidal” field. This field surrounds you like a
bubble of light. A constant stream of consciousness flows in and out of this bubble. All living beings,

including plants and animals, emanate this field and when the light interacts by proximity or even
thought, there is a mutual exchange of energy. Remember, thoughts are energetic so it is literally an
exchange of consciousness! When you envision this bubble surrounded by an electric blue shield,
you are preventing unwanted energy from entering your field. This is especially important when
you open portals of communication with other realms. When you fill this bubble with pure
unconditional love, you will attract the same type of energy into your field and open a line of
communication with the highest realms! Based on the teachings in “The Urantia Book”, the heart
center is the access point for the spirit of the Eternal Son to flow into your being. Just like the pineal
gland is the access point for the Father, this is the point where the Son fills your heart with pure
love and compassion. Finally, you will want to focus your energy at the center of your belly button.
This sacral center is the entry point for the life force that keeps your spirit alive. It is the point
where your mother shared her life force with you when your souls were united. Once you emerged
and were disconnected from this source, you began drawing life force from the omnipresent spirit
at this same sacral point. You can visualize the living spirit flowing into your body like an umbilical
cord connected to the Infinite, or Holy, Spirit. You can imagine this light entering your being and
then radiating outward and spiraling around your body like an electric blue serpent. This
symbolizes the spiraling nature of the double helix and the kundalini energy that braids your spine.
It is the same sacred spiral that defines the patterns and movement of the entire universe. This is a
vibrant visualization that will attract the energy of the Infinite Spirit and help you make a powerful
connection with the cosmic consciousness. Now you are radiating a halo of light around your
crown, surrounded by a luminescent bubble and embraced by a spiraling serpent. Since light is the
highest of all frequencies, you are creating a strong resonance for receiving consciousness from the
highest realms! To literally amplify the resonance of your field by using sound, you can choose to
recite a mantra or prayer or even softly hum or sing a hymn. You can use the universal mantra “Om
mani padme hum” if you don’t already have one in mind. If you prefer to use prayer, there are many
beautiful ones to choose from, of course, based on your spiritual or religious inclination. Maybe you
would just like to start with a simple hymn or verse that you can softly repeat in your mind.
With faith and practice, you will create a line of communication with the infinite source from which
consciousness flows. You will find a unique combination of elements that together form an
expression of your own spiritual nature. The foundation for any successful practice is a strong
commitment. You may want to consider making a silent or written oath to yourself that includes
specific times and objectives. If you truly want to progress along your path and access ascending
levels of consciousness, you must be dedicated to your goals. It’s important to prioritize your
spiritual growth and carve out the time it will take to gain deeper realizations. I guarantee however,
it will be well worth every single minute that you dedicate to this effort. The ascension path
represents the highest aspiration of our eternal soul. Making a conscious decision to intentionally
evolve toward a higher consciousness marks the turning point of our spirit. As we gradually reduce
our attachment to the material world and turn our attention towards its spiritual nature, a
remarkable transformation begins to take place. We begin to see the truth and beauty beyond the
form. We develop a lightness of being and gradually begin to replace feelings of anger, confusion
and resentment with exuberant joy, faith and compassion. Selfish desires focused on material
things are replaced by a generosity of spirit that gives openly to others. As we walk through the
world, in this new light, we notice the spiritual essence of all living things and beings. As we begin
to connect with this truth, we find comfort in the unity of life. We are united with spirit when we
see beyond the form. We become acutely aware that we are truly one with all that is - united in an
infinite field of cosmic consciousness.

Symbols of Love, Light and Life
A Guided Visualization
(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

Find a comfortable place to sit in a posture that is most conducive to your meditation. Start by
inhaling and exhaling - just soft natural breaths flowing in and out. Drop your shoulders and relax
your muscles. Relax into the floor beneath you. Focus on the feeling of the breath moving past your
upper lip, flowing in and flowing out. Focus on that spot where you feel the breath. Now draw your
attention to the base of your spine and feel your energy centered there. Imagine a red disc spinning
clockwise at the very base of your spine. This is your primal “root” chakra and as it spins, imagine
light radiating out from its center. As the brilliant red disc gets larger, it spins faster. This disc
represents the consciousness of survival and it reflects your most primitive instincts. These natural
instincts protect you from harm by alerting you to danger and driving you to seek food and shelter.
So as this disc spins at the base of your spine, connect with these primal instincts and experience
your most basic level of consciousness.
Before progressing to higher levels of consciousness, we are going to connect with the earth
beneath us. To stay grounded to Mother Earth, imagine a dark green column of light leaving the
base of your spine and penetrating the ground below. This is called your “grounding cord.” As the
column of light starts radiating into the earth beneath you, imagine it spiraling downward - first
through the dirt and gold flecked rocks, where it picks up the gold sacred energy, and then down
through the crystalline rocks where it picks up the violet divine energy. Imagine the cord spiraling
downward now through the hot orange lava and into the fiery point of light at the center of the
earth. Your being is now connected to the sacred core of Mother Earth. You feel unified with her
spirit and comforted by a deep inner knowing that she dearly loves you and all her children.
Now, pull that motherly love back up toward the base of your spine. As the light travels upward
from the center of the earth, it spirals back up through the fiery core picking up the energy and
intensity of the heat. Swirling upward past the thick lava, it emerges from the heat and penetrates
the crystalline rock and the gold flecked earth. Finally the spiraling cord penetrates the ground
beneath you as it emerges from the earth and connects with its origin at the base of your spine. The
intense energy from the spirit of Mother Earth spins your root chakra and then splits into the form
of two electric serpents as it progresses from this point. Ascending from your root chakra, this
serpentine energy braids your spine as it spirals upward. At the level of your second chakra, located
behind your sexual organs, the energy converges and spins this wheel of wanting.

This bright orange chakra represents the consciousness of desire. As it spins clockwise, it radiates
light outward from its center and any shadowy debris blocking the chakra is flung off as it rotates
faster and wider. Feel the emotions attached to the consciousness of desire. Envision negative
thoughts of greed being flung off as more virtuous desires arise. A strong wish for the prosperity of
all living beings arises and pure light radiates out from the center. As it expands, the orange disc
becomes brightly illuminated. Now emerging from the second chakra, the electric blue serpents
ascend, braiding your spine, as they move toward the bright yellow chakra at your solar plexus
behind your belly button. This chakra represents the consciousness of power. Spin that chakra
clockwise and allow the light to radiate through it. Any debris on that chakra which represents
negative attachments to power - like the need to control and manipulate others - are flung off. As
the debris flies off into space, your chakra becomes a shimmering gold wheel spinning faster and
wider. As it expands, you are filled with a sense of pure empowerment – the power to create that
which will benefit all living beings.
Emerging from that chakra now, the serpents intertwine ascending into the fourth chakra of pure,
unconditional love. This chakra is located directly behind the heart and its fluorescent green energy
illuminates the wheel as it spins faster and wider. Any negative emotions of hate, anger, fear or
resentment are flung off and immediately replaced by compassion and forgiveness which spread far
and wide. You are filled with unconditional love for all living beings and this makes you smile.
Now, the serpent's energy rises up your spine and travels between your shoulder blades converging
at the base of your throat. This is where your fifth chakra is located, and it represents
communication or communion. This is the brightest chakra of all and it sparkles with a clear blue
energy just like the sky. As it expands, you feel a strong sense of communion with all of your
brothers and sisters on this planet. You are at one with these beings and you imagine that you are
all united as a community of souls.
Now, at the base of your throat, feel the serpentine energy rising into the sixth chakra at the back of
your skull. This is an indigo blue wheel which represents all of the inner wisdom you have
accumulated since the beginning of eternity. This is the portal to all of the knowledge and
experience which has been gathered by your eternal soul. You are filled with an inner knowing that
all of the truths from the beginning are stored within your aura and you have access to them
whenever you are connected with this sacred chakra. Now imagine a “third eye” at the center of
your forehead looking back at you. An image of this eye emerges from a single point of light. You
can clearly see this indigo blue eye flashing on the screen in front of you. This third eye is the
essence of your eternal soul and seeing it confirms that you are now deeply connected to it. You
have opened a portal of clear communication with your whole soul.
Now, the serpentine energy rises and ascends to the very top of your skull where it converges into
one single point. This point marks the center your seventh chakra. This chakra represents the
highest consciousness which is divine in nature. It represents faith and worship. It is your
connection to the cosmic consciousness and to all of the spirit beings who lovingly guide you.
Opening this portal allows divine energy and cosmic wisdom to flow into your being. This wheel is
illuminated by a bright violet light and as it expands, you feel a strong connection to the spiritual
realm. As it spins wider and faster, you see a powerful beam of light emerge from the center and
expand outward in all directions. You are now connected with the infinite field of cosmic
consciousness. As this divine source flows into your being, you feel a powerful flash of electric blue
light race down the length of your spine. Your vertebrae tingles with the power of this source and
the fluorescent blue serpentine glows brightly.

You have a clear line of communication now from the center of Mother Earth through the vast
realms of the infinite cosmos. You have created a clear portal for pure consciousness to flow. Let’s
go deeper now by connecting with the loving spirits we have drawn into our field:
Opening salutation:
“Thank you spirit beings who have joined us to illuminate the divine secrets of creation - the
mysteries that lie within the universal knowledge. Please help us understand how all things came
into being in the realms of time and space. Please show us how the divine trinity emerged from
"resting in perfect unity" and reflected upon itself to become the creative trinity manifesting into
form.”
(Contemplate this and pause to receive. Allow the cosmic consciousness to flow into your being and
just listen to what arises in your mind as you do.)
Imagine a point at the base of the skull where you connect with the light of pure consciousness from
the Creator. Now imagine a point at the center of your heart where you receive the light of pure
spirit from the Eternal Child. At the solar plexus, imagine a point where you absorb the light of pure
awareness from the Infinite Spirit. These three points of light represent the Trinity-consciousness the first expression of consciousness unified in the infinite ocean of bliss. Here, the trinity is resting
in its most divine aspect. (Pause to contemplate this.)
As the trinity projects this pure consciousness into the realm of eternity, it merges into a single
point of light and rests. Now the trinity is resting in its creative aspect in this realm that has a
beginning but no ending. In this realm, the possibilities are endless and consciousness is unlimited.
From that single point, the energy moves out to a line projecting into time and space and then stops
in this realm where consciousness is limited with both a beginning and an ending. This line consists
of points and from these points, the consciousness projects itself outward creating a flat rectangular
plane. Like the point represents just one dimension, the plane now represents a two-dimensional
experience. Now, from the rectangular flat plane, consciousness is projected outward creating a
cube and the third dimension is born. Inside of that cube is still the divine energy of the Trinity
consciousness. Let’s look inside and go beyond the form.
You are now exploring spirit which is beyond the physical form. So, as we explore how form was
manifested in dimensions as geometric shapes and patterns using light, color and sound, we keep in
mind that it is the spirit beyond the form that underlies all manifestation. The origin of that spirit is
the infinite realm – consciousness beyond time and space, consciousness beyond form. Reuniting
with that consciousness is the gateway to transcending form and ascending on our path. From the
three points of light, one which radiates light at the base of your skull causing a halo to form, one
which radiates light outward from the center of your heart creating a field of circulating light all
around you and one which radiates light from your solar plexus causing light to spiral around your
being in a continuous flow from head to toe. These three lights merge to create an aura of light all
around you which radiates in all directions – outward, circulating and spiraling. As your light
radiates, it merges with your co-creative guides. Both lights merge to create one radiant light that
spreads and fills the space. The energy that is driving the expansion of this light is pure love. As we
close this meditation, we will remain bathed in this light throughout the remainder of the day.
Unified in spirit and filled with unconditional love, deeply inhale radiant light and then gently
exhale and smile.

Closing salutation:
“Thank you, spirit beings, who joined us to bring a deeper awareness into our meditation. Thank
you for sharing your wisdom and thank you for sharing your love. With gratitude and joy, I bless
you and I bless my co-creative friends.” Draw your hands together in a prayer position at the center
of your heart. “I bless the Creator, the Trinity, the Archangels and Ascended Masters. Namaste.”

Inter-dimensional Adventures
A Lucid Dreaming Experience

(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

To induce a state of lucid dreaming, it is important to set an intention before going to sleep. This
requires a quieting of your mind. Start by letting go of the thoughts of the day and being present.
Become aware of yourself in your present space by saying “I am.” Become aware of the spirit
residing within. Repeat a mantra or prayer of your choice to connect with spirit. I like to say the
words of the Lord's Prayer in the Aramaic version as follows:
O Cosmic Brother, all radiance and vibration,
Soften the ground of my being
And carve out a space within me in which you can reside
Fill me with your creativity that I may be
Empowered to bear the fruit of your mission
Let each of my actions bear fruit in accordance with my desire
Endow me with the wisdom to produce and share
What each being needs to grow and flourish
Untie the tangled threads of my destiny that binds me
As I release others from the entanglements of past mistakes
Do not let me be seduced by that which diverts me from my true purpose
But illuminate the opportunities of the present moment
For you are the ground and the fruition,
The birth, power and fulfillment
As all is gathered and made whole once again
By saying a prayer or repeating the mantra, you are connecting with spirit. You are connecting with
your higher self and with the higher spiritual realm of divine beings who are ready to guide you
through your lucid dreaming experience. I suggest that you call upon protective spirits such as
Archangel Michael or Angel Gabriel to prevent any lower energies from penetrating your space. To
protect yourself, imagine that you are surrounded by three rings of lights. One light emanates from
the pineal gland in the center of your skull and the light that radiates from this point produces a
halo around your head. The second light emanates from the center of your heart. From your heart
center, the light radiates out producing a protective bubble all around you that spreads far and
wide. The third light emanates from your solar plexus and as this light leaves your belly button, it
spirals around you from head to toe.

These lights create three rings which represent Mother-Father God, the Eternal Child and Infinite
Spirit. Now that you are surrounded by the higher energy of spirit and protected from the lower
energy of darkness, you are ready to set an intention. Decide what experiences you would like to
have during your astral travels. Think about what truths you would like to reveal or places you
would like to visit. Call upon a spirit guide to assist you in these travels. Before releasing your spirit,
imagine a thin silver cord that will keep your spirit attached to your body as it ascends into the
astral realms. Then imagine your spirit ascending through the ceiling of your bedroom and rising
up above your house, then above the neighborhood, above your city, state and country and as you
look back, you see all that you are leaving behind getting smaller and further in the distance.
As you ascend higher and higher, you now have a vision of the entire globe as the solar system
comes into view. You admire the luminous sun and all of the planets revolving around it. Now you
look in the direction of outer space and you see the Milky Way galaxy. In the center of this galaxy,
you see a dark rift and you know that is your destination. You are aware that it is a sacred portal
where divine consciousness is centered. Once there, you will connect with your spirit guide who
will help you travel safely through this portal and onto the other side. You reach up and take the
hand of your spirit guide as you both sail through the portal and are whisked away to the other
side. You speed through a wormhole illuminated by a soft pink light and then suddenly you break
through into a heavenly realm and see a very bright light in the distance. This is your ultimate
destination. This is where you will connect with pure consciousness.
You and your spirit guide fly toward the light and within moments, you find yourself gradually
floating, descending upon the most beautiful paradise you've ever seen. You see a huge waterfall
plummeting down into a clear blue lake shimmering with diamonds. It is surrounded by fluorescent
green foliage adorned by exotic flowers. Everywhere you look, the trees, the plants and flowers are
enormous and bright. You realize there are animals who look strange and colorful. They exude a
loving warmth and you are not afraid.
Then your spirit guide takes your hand and you walk toward a jeweled stairwell that leads to a
golden platform. Upon this platform, many deities and angels are seated in a circle around a large
luminous being who is seated upon a throne. This is where you will receive teachings. This is where
you may ask questions and request to visit other realms. This is where the truth-seeking astral
experience begins. Just let the celestial experience unfold according to your desires. You have set a
pure intention, asked for guidance and surrendered to the divine will. You will have an
extraordinary experience. Just before nodding off, you must repeat three times:
I will remember my dreams. I will remember my dreams. I will remember my dreams.
As soon as you awake in the morning, be prepared to immediately journal your dream experience
before arising. Your dream journal will become a very important part of your spiritual journey. You
will make significant progress on your path by using lucid dreaming as a method of enlightenment.
Stick with it. Be consistent and it will be worth it, I promise!

The Divine Light of the Seventh Ray
A Guided Meditation

(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

Protected by the Angels and embraced by the Golden light, become fully aware of the higher
frequency of spirit residing within you as it energizes and illuminates your being. Feel a subtle
vibration resonating throughout your body. Imagine a white swirling cloud of light suspended
above your crown. The shimmering light enters your being and swirls through your forehead,
cheeks and jaw relaxing them and transforming your entire head into bright shimmering light. As
the light descends into your neck and shoulders, running down the length of your arms and into
your hands, they too relax and shine with bright white light. The light swirls from the top of your
chest down into your abdomen, hips and buttocks. Your upper torso shimmers and vibrates. The
light now travels down the length of your thighs, into your knees and down to your calves and feet.
Your lower body is now illuminated and energized by the light. Take a deep inhalation breathing in
the glorious white light and upon exhaling, release any remaining tension or dark energy.
Your being is now fully illuminated and bathed in the white light of love and serenity. You are filled
with a deep, inner peace and feel an underlying vibration of pure joy. You are both exuberant and
peaceful at the same time. You are one with Great Spirit. Repeat “I am one with Great Spirit.” It is
flowing into your crown and swirling around your entire being. You feel light and airy as you
vibrate at a higher frequency. You feel as if you could elevate and suspend your body within this
light of pure spirit that surrounds you. You suddenly feel a strong desire to connect directly with
the highest energy in the spirit realm. Before allowing your spirit to ascend, release a cord from the
base of your spine that penetrates the ground below you and connects to a point at the center of the
earth. As you pull the cord back up from the center of Mother Earth, bring with it all of the energy of
the fire, lava, violet crystals and shimmering gold that lies deep within her heart. As the cord
penetrates the ground beneath you and travels back up into the base of your spine, it spins your
root chakra. This bright red wheel of survival energy spins and throws off any dark debris of fear,
anger or resentment. This allows the bright white light from the center to radiate outward and fill
the chakra with shimmering red light.
The spiraling energy travels up from the root chakra and into the desire chakra where it forces the
wheel to spin at a higher frequency and throw off any lust or greed residing therein. It becomes a
bright orange disc illuminated by the light radiating from its sacral center and it spins far and wide.

Your being is filled with a strong desire to lift the hearts and minds of your brothers and sisters.
You are filled with a desire to help alleviate suffering and bring happiness to all. As the energy from
that chakra ascends upon the electric blue serpentine braiding your spine, it penetrates the bright
yellow chakra of your solar plexus. Residual energies of control and dominance are thrown off as
the disc spins faster and grows wider. The radiant light of the Infinite Spirit transforms this disc
into a shimmering golden wheel of empowerment. Illuminated by the Infinite Spirit, you have the
power to make a positive change in the world. You have the power to enlighten others with a
message of hope, love and faith. You are empowered by a strong desire to serve.
As the energy ascends toward the fluorescent green chakra of pure love at your heart, your entire
vertebrae comes alive with a violet light of the highest frequency. Imagine your entire being
erupting in violet flames and say out loud: I am the violet flame, I am the violet flame, I am the violet
flame. Become aware of the presence of Ascended Master St. Germain who teaches about the power
within this flame. Embraced by this violet light, your attention goes back to the love chakra which
spins around your spine directly behind your heart center. Any feelings of hatred, anger or
resentment are discarded as this fluorescent green wheel glows brightly and spreads far and wide
with the essence of the pure unconditional love. Repeat “I love all beings without exception.”
Filled with the loving spirit of the Eternal Child, imagine the light emerging from your heart center
and traveling to the base of your throat. Here is the center of compassion, or passion for
communion, where unity and communication come together to form the essence of community.
Filled with a strong desire to reach out, you know you have the power of unconditional love and the
communication skills to express it. Spin your throat chakra and release any fear or anxiety
associated with communicating or reaching out to the world around you. In doing so, this pale blue
chakra becomes illuminated with sparkling light and it expands into the far reaches of the world
around you opening the channels of communication between humanity on earth and divinity in
heaven.
Now you are seeking the wisdom to enrich the knowledge and ignite the intelligence we all have
access to when we vibrate at the highest frequency and send out a clear intention to receive. Send
out an intention to receive sacred truth and universal wisdom so that you can share it with others
for the benefit of all. As this indigo blue light fills your entire head, imagine the right and left
hemispheres of your brain becoming illuminated with sparks of pure energy. Indigo blue sparks
flash in your mind and the third eye at the center of your forehead opens and looks back at you.
You can clearly see this indigo blue eye with a bright white pupil looking back toward the base of
your skull where it sees your pineal gland. Your awareness causes this pinecone of light to explode
with white light and a halo forms around your head. This is the sacred point where you absorb the
divine consciousness of the One Infinite Creator. The thoughts of the divine Creator become yours
and you are inspired to embrace the essence of your highest self and express the highest virtues in
every thought, word and action. This is the access point for direct communication with the Creator
and as you absorb his light, you also respond with pure gratitude and infinite love.
Now you are drawn into the seventh light - the highest chakra at the crown of your head where you
worship and express faith in the One Infinite Creator, the Eternal Child and Infinite Spirit. This
divine trinity is fully expressed in the seventh Universe as the seventh light of creation. Repeat: “I
honor the divine and creative trinity. I honor the Divine Father expressed in the Creator Son of our
local universe. I honor the Divine Mother expressed in the Creative Daughter of our universe and I
honor Mother Earth for we are her children. We are the children of the Sun. We are the children of
the Stars. These deities, Angels and light spirits love us dearly. They love us more than we can

possibly imagine, and we embrace this love for we are bathed in it for all of eternity.
As you honor these beings, honor yourself always as one of them. Spin the violet chakra of divine
consciousness at the crown of your head far and wide into the infinite realms and celestial heavens.
Spinning this violet chakra opens the portal through which pure consciousness can flow in and out
of your being. It flows from the point at the center of Mother Earth to the point at the center of
Paradise where the trinity resides. From Paradise, they radiate the brilliant white light of pure love
into the vast realms of infinity to illuminate the eternal creation of all divine beings.
Surrender to the will of the One Infinite Creator. Repeat “I am the love of the Creator. I am the image
of the Eternal Child. I am the light of the Infinite Spirit. I am the seventh light! I am love. I am truth. I
am beauty. I am divine and I am blessed.”
Now bring your palms together at your chest where they connect with your heart center. Nod your
head and honor the God and Goddess within you and all living beings. Say out loud: Namaste. As
you look up, open your eyes and bring your awareness back to your spiritual being in the physical
realm knowing that the power of your radiant spirit has been ignited so that your light shines far
and wide. Make a strong determination to spread universal love and wisdom everywhere you go
just by the kindness, compassion and joy you express in subtle yet powerful ways. Spread
compassion, spread joy, radiate love and express beauty and truth in every thought, word and
action. And always remember, you are the sacred seventh light expressing divine love in creation.
This light of love is within you and all around you always. Amen.

The Flexible Fabric of Space-Time
A Lucid Dreaming Experience
(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

The Preparation
Start by repeating the mantra, “I am that I am, I am that I am, I am that I am” while focusing on the
space between your brows – your third eye. Saying, “I am that I am” opens your third eye and as it
opens, you will see an indigo blue pupil staring back at you. Focusing on your third eye, repeat, “I
am that I am, I am that I am, I am that I am.” Imagine that your indigo blue pupil can see inside your
head and observe the two hemispheres of your brain. The right hemisphere sparkles with indigo
blue light and the left one sparkles with ruby red light. The right side of your brain is focused on
feminine energy swirling with love and compassion and generating spiritual inspiration. It glows
with the divine light of wisdom and worship. The left side of your brain is focused on masculine
energy swirling with power and determination and generating practical information. It shines with
logical reasoning and practical solutions.
It's time to balance the feminine and masculine energies by merging these two halves. Imagine the
indigo blue light of your right brain bleeding into the ruby red light of your left brain. Together, the
blue and red light create a shimmering violet light that becomes a violet flame. Your brain becomes
engulfed by the violet flame as the right and left hemispheres become one. There is no more
separation. You are now perfectly balanced in your feminine and masculine energies within the
violet flame. You are now a powerful light warrior both loving and compassionate yet powerful and
determined. You are now both spiritual and practical all at once. Now focus on the center of your
violet brain and see a golden shimmering pinecone seated there. This is your pineal gland and the
violet flame has ignited it. The golden light radiating from your pineal gland now expands creating a
golden halo around your head. The golden halo swirls around the violet flame engulfing your brain.
Repeat, “I am the violet flame, I am a golden light warrior, I am that I am, I am the violet flame, I am
a golden light warrior, I am that I am. I am the violet flame, I am a golden light warrior, I am that I
am.”
Now let's move this violet flame and golden swirling light down the length of your entire being.
Imagine the violet flame igniting your neck and shoulders and flowing down the length of your
arms and fingers. Imagine the violet flame igniting your chest, abdomen and hips and flowing down
the length of your legs and toes. Now imagine the golden swirling light spinning around your neck
and shoulders and flowing down the length of your arms. Imagine the golden light swirling around

your chest and abdomen and hips and flowing down the length of your legs. Your whole body is
now consumed by the violet flame with a golden swirling energy encircling it. Repeat once again, “I
am the violet flame, I am a golden light warrior, I am that I am. I am the violet flame, I am a golden
light warrior, I am that I am. I am the violet flame, I am a golden light warrior, I am that I am.”
Now seat your consciousness within the golden pinecone at the center of your head and simply
repeat, “I am.” Now imagine a golden tube extending from your pineal gland into the violet crown
chakra spinning just inches above your head. Now see your consciousness seated within that violet
disk and repeat, “I am.” Now connect the “I am” consciousness seated within your pineal gland to
the “I am” consciousness seated in your violet crown chakra and repeat, “I am that I am, I am that I
am, I am that I am.” Now you are ready for the lucid dreaming experience.
The Visualization
Imagine that there is a flexible fabric which envelops all of creation. There are many layers to this
fabric – one for each dimensional reality. Just like Drunvalo’s polar graph, they are spherical in
nature and they expand outward into eternity. At the center of each sphere, is a perfect crystal
which reflects the reality of the dimension it represents. Imagine that a clear tube of brilliant light
runs through the center of these spheres piercing the crystals and connecting them. At the very top
of this tube is the spherical realm of Paradise and the most magnificent and luminescent crystal of
all! For, it is the source of the brilliant light in the infinite realm! Golden light is projected from this
realm which descends through the glass tube onto the eternal realm. One level below the radiant
sphere of Paradise, is the eternal realm of Havona. In this dimension, all exists within the eternal
present moment. It is the only perfect, settled universe upon which all other universes, in the
realms of time and space, are merely a reflection. In its center, lies a crystal which reflects the
essence of the golden light it is receiving from the source onto its eternal dimension. Below Havona,
the realms of time and space begin. At the center of each descending realm, lies a violet crystal
which receives the light of the source from the tube which pierces its core and connects all
spherical realms from above and below. These spherical grids in time and space descend into the
lowest dimensions of reality and ascend into the highest realms of divinity.
Now imagine your own being as a replica of the source from which it came. You too, as a divine
spirit, have ascending and descending levels of consciousness we can even call – dimensions of
reality and realms of divinity. The chakras that run up and down your spine are like crystallized
wheels, each representing a different level of evolutionary consciousness. Your spine is like a
crystalline tube that connects these levels just like the crystalline light that connects the heavens
with the earthly realms! In this body, we can consciously experience and express the seven major
levels of consciousness from survival to divine. If we think of our spirit expressing itself in seven
dimensions at once, we can imagine that there is another aspect of our self in each of these seven
realms governed by our higher-self residing on our home star. All of these aspects of our self are
connected by a crystalline tube of shimmering light that descends from our star and connects with
the crystalline tip of our spine. The source of the light that radiates from our highest self is the
crystalline realm it is projected from which is, naturally, the only true reality of Havona.
Just imagine an infinite number of spherical realms expanding into eternity all connected by a
crystalline tube filled with the brilliant light of pure consciousness! The possibilities are endless
within this vast multitude of dimensional realties. Envision the infinite realm of Paradise in all of its
golden glory. Try and picture the eternal realm of Havona in all of its magnificent perfection. Now,
imagine the infinite possibilities of color and form that define the spherical realms of time and
space. Each dimension manifests its own creative expression of reality. On the higher realms, life is

much more advanced, and beings move effortlessly along the surface in translucent light-bodies.
They are harmonized in love and their existence is a rhapsody of symphonic delights as they bathe
in spiritual bliss. Imagine that you are floating on waves of love and light on the spiritual bliss of
this realm. Hold this vision as you float into dreamtime. Sweet dreams beloved.

I Am That I Am
Activating Divine Source Codes Within
(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

The most powerful statement a human being can declare is I am that I am. It is the recognition of
the direct connection between the human consciousness in the lower evolutionary worlds to the
highest and most divine consciousness in the heavenly worlds. We are all of and from the same
divine source and each one of us is encoded with divine light codes that can be activated by
connecting with our divine guides in higher realms. We can do this by envisioning a soul-star
gateway over our heads which opens a channel between us and the Divine Source who created us.
Just imagine a golden star tetrahedron suspended 8” above your crown. In this way, you can
communicate with the Angels, archangels and Ascended Masters and connect directly with the
Divine Source of all that is. In doing this, you activate the divine source codes within and reawaken
to who you truly are as a divine spiritual being learning from your human experience. This gateway
creates a two-way channel of communication through which you can also connect into your own
higher self and share the knowledge gained in your planetary experience while receiving the
wisdom gathered from your eternal akashic records. Together, let's engage in the following “I am
that I am” activation to activate the divine source codes within and ignite the divine light within
you.
Close your eyes and connect into the heart of Mother Earth by running a line of energy from the
base of your spine through the crystalline matrix of inner earth and connect directly into the soul
star of our earth mother. Feel the deep love of Mother Earth as you connect into her heart space.
Now pull that light-love back up into the base of your spine and feel it spiraling up toward your own
heart center filling you with the brilliant light of pure love.
Now send that spiraling love energy up into the soul star 8” above your head and imagine igniting a
golden flame within the star. Now burning brightly, a flame extends from your soul star and shoots
up toward the heavens. This golden flame lights the passageway or portal between you and the
higher realms as it becomes a radiant pillar of light. Imagine this pillar of light extending high up
into the skies extending beyond the stratosphere and through the starry heavens. Now see the
flame of your soul star traveling toward the black hole at the center of the Milky Way galaxy.
Imagine your flaming soul star plummeting through the black hole immersed in the void. In the
distance, you see a tiny white light and travel toward it. It gets bigger and brighter and then it
consumes you as you enter a swirling tunnel of golden light.
You are now entering a wormhole. Your soul star has traversed and transcended space-time.

Imagine the spiraling light of your soul star moving at the speed of light toward a brilliant white
light at the end of this golden tunnel. As your soul star merges with this brilliant white light, you
become one with the great light of the heavens. You become one with the divine source of all that is.
Your “I am” light merges with the greater ‘I am.” Repeat three times, “I am that I am, I am that I am, I
am that I am.” Now peer into this brilliant white light and what do you see emerging before your
eyes. Stepping into the light, you see angelic beings with golden gossamer wings and radiant faces
expressing pure love. These angelic beings give way to three Kings dressed in golden robes each
holding a golden object. They have long white beards, piercing blue eyes and radiant smiles.
The first King introduces himself as Metatron, the creator of outer light in the universe. He is
holding a golden chalice that contains the divine light codes of creation. This is his gift to you and
you accept it graciously. The second King introduces himself as Michael, Archangel of love and
protection. He is holding a golden rod that instantly transmutes shadows into pure white light. This
is his gift to you and you accept it with pure gratitude. The third King introduces himself as
Melchizedek, Master of sacred geometry and numerology which define the fundamental patterns
and codes of creation. He is holding a star tetrahedron. This is his special gift to you and you accept
it with great honor and pure love.
These three Kings nod and part ways to reveal the divine Sophia standing behind them in all her
glory, beauty and grace. The divine Sophia is shimmering with sparkles of gold and white light. She
is wearing a golden gossamer gown and her silver hair flows down her back. Her sky-blue eyes
sparkle and her radiant smile expresses her pure unconditional love for you. The Divine Sophia
shares with you that she is the Womb of Creation. She shows you how she is the illuminated matrix
behind all of creation. You see how she, as the Divine Mother, enfolds all of creation in her loving
womb as the Divine Holy Matrix. She gives birth to all expressions of light and life in the eternal
expanse of creation. Within her loving womb, there is total oneness as the Children of Light express
their pure unconditional love for the Mother, each other and all of creation.
Within this illuminated matrix of love, surrounded by your brothers and sisters of light, you see that
you are all shimmering in sparkles of gold and white light. You are beyond form in the divine realms
that transcend space and time. This is the highest expression of who you truly are as a divine lovelight being expressing in the eternal realm of creation and coexisting as both a divine creator being
and a human creative being. In this moment, you come into the full self-realization that you are both
divine and human. Your divine consciousness is fully merged with your human consciousness. You
have now become your highest self-expressing in the eternal realm of creation.
You have been trinitized as the fullest expression of the Divine Father, Creative Mother and Eternal
Child. For you are the Trinity expressed in light, love and form. You have been illuminated by the
light of the Father and empowered by the love of the Mother. This light-love activation has ignited
the divine source codes within you. Every cell of your being has been ignited by the golden flame of
the Divine Source. As this flame burns brightly within your cells, dormant DNA codes are activated
one by one and you experience a profound re-awakening. Divine revelations and powerful
epiphanies spark memories of your eternal existence in multiple realms. Along with these
memories of your multidimensional selves comes the wisdom and knowledge you are gathering in
many incarnations as both physical and spiritual beings. These revelations will bring answers to the
greatest questions of who you truly are, where you came from, why you are here, what your divine
purpose is and why you have incarnated on planet Earth at this time. Your divine mission here in
support of the ascension will be revealed in all its glory!
Standing in the presence of the Divine Mother, all of this is being revealed as the divine source

codes are reactivated within you. Your “I am” presence is fully merged with the higher “I am” source
of love and light. The Divine Mother bows and then extends her arms inviting you to embrace her so
that you can feel the power of her pure unconditional love and so that this feeling can remain with
you as you move back into your human form. You embrace the Divine Mother and are filled with a
depth of love that is beyond that which you ever experienced in the human realm. This is divine
love and it is all-consuming, everlasting, infinite and eternal. This is the pure love of the Divine
Mother who is always embracing you in her infinite womb as the Divine Holy Matrix of Creation.
It's now time to move back into your physical form in the earthly plane but from this moment on,
you will never be the same for you have been activated by the divine light of pure love and your
brilliance and radiance will be seen and felt by all others. Turn back towards the tunnel of light
from which you came and become your spiraling soul star as it traverses back into time and space,
back through the Milky Way galaxy and starry skies, penetrating the stratosphere and descending
through the clear blue sky back into the soul star above your head and spiraling back into your
human form. Feel every cell of your being tingling with the higher vibration of divine light and love.
Your cells have been activated and the golden flame within each one of them is burning brightly as
this divine spark continues to ignite the divine source codes of your dormant DNA bringing them all
fully online. As your DNA strands are fully activated, the synapses in your brain start firing at their
fullest capacity. You have just increased your light quotient to the highest possible level and every
day going forward, your vibrational frequency will increase until you are completely transformed
into a shimmering crystalline light being.
Be prepared to view your reality in a whole new way from now on. You will experience a much
greater sense of oneness with all other living beings that will connect your life force with theirs. You
will feel a deeper sense of unity with all life and a greater love for all beings. The reality will appear
in shimmering lights with fluorescent colors as the world around you sparkles with the light of
divine love. This is your new reality from a higher dimensional perspective for this leap in
consciousness has catapulted you into a higher dimensional experience of the world around you.
Become the witness as revelations unfold within you that bring you higher wisdom and knowledge.
With greater access to the infinite field of pure consciousness, you will develop a knowing within
the core of your being that you are divine. You were created from the divine source of all that is and
it has been reawakened within you. You will now shine with the divine light of love every day in
every way. You will now walk in the harmonious flow of divine synchronicity and everything that
serves your highest good will fall into place perfectly without any resistance. For you have merged
completely with your highest self and connected into the heart of your divine guidance in the higher
realms. You have merged with the soul star of the divine Sophia and your point on the Divine Holy
Matrix has been fully ignited.
As a brilliant light on the matrix, you have become an integral part of igniting the matrix and
activating the collective consciousness for global Ascension. You are now a powerful light worker
and a spiritual emissary. Share your love, light and wisdom every day in every way so that your
brothers and sisters can share in your perception of a higher dimensional reality. Together we can
transcend the suffering of the 3D realm and move into a higher way of living and being. Thank you
for being an emissary of the light of pure love. You are divinely blessed and you are loved more than
you can possibly imagine. Namaste.

Downloading the Creation Codes
A Third-Eye Activation
(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

Be seated in a comfortable posture that is upright and centered so that the divine source codes can
flow directly into your being through the eighth chakra or soul-star gateway. Close your eyes and
focus on the third eye between your brows. Draw your attention to this energy center and visualize
the shape of a single eye with the pupil in the center glowing indigo blue. As you peer into this
indigo blue pupil, take a deep breath in and imagine that you are drawing in the eternal wisdom of
creation into your being. On the exhale, imagine releasing all the deceptions about who you are that
have distorted your perception of reality. Breathe in the divine source codes of creation and
breathe out the deceptions about your human limitations. Breathe in the empowerment of this
higher knowledge and breathe out the limitations of dogmatic beliefs. Continue in this fashion
taking 5 more deep breaths in and out.
As you breathe in the divine light, imagine an indigo blue ray projecting from the pupil of your third
eye into the space between your brows flooding your brain with higher knowledge and divine
source codes. Now imagine this indigo wisdom flowing into your being igniting each cell with this
indigo flame of divine consciousness. As each cell is ignited by the indigo flame, DNA strands that
have long been dormant are reignited with the source codes of creation. Imagine all five of your
bodies, mental, emotional, spiritual, physical and etheric, glowing with this indigo blue light. You
are now emanating a powerful aura of indigo light filled with the infinite love and divine wisdom of
the source.
Now imagine this aura transforming into a circular pillar of light that extends into the heart of
Mother Earth beneath you connecting you with the love of your earth mother. Empowered by the
deep love she has for you as her earth child and the deep gratitude you have for her as your earthly
foundation, you are ignited by the willpower to pull this deep love and gratitude up into your being.
Empowered by love, gratitude and willpower, this indigo blue ray energy expands and propels
upward into the cosmos connecting you into the eternal realm of creation. This indigo pillar of light
aligns you with your higher-self existing in the eternal realm of divine perfection. You are now
realigned with your divine blueprint of perfection. Your higher-self is connected directly with the
Paradise Core of Creation through which the Infinite Source of divine consciousness flows. This
divine alignment with the Infinite Source creates a constant flow of the source codes of creation
into your higher-self which is then projected through the indigo pupil of your third eye.
Through the portal of your third eye, the source codes penetrate every cell of your being igniting

dormant DNA strands which when activated, reawaken divine knowledge and superhuman
capabilities. These source codes reawaken the divine within. The divine spark within every cell of
each of your five bodies is ignited and the divine light within you becomes much more brilliant and
far more radiant. This brilliant white light raises your vibrational frequency and builds your light
quotient. You are activating your light body and becoming more spiritualized. You are empowered
by the divine love of the Source and the eternal wisdom of the Akasha. The love powered
emanations of the Divine Source fill you with the rapture of quiet joy and a deep inner knowing of
your divine connection.
This inner knowledge of who you truly are as a divine being empowered by the wisdom of your
eternal self and the love of the Infinite Source greatly enhances your self-confidence and propels
you on your path to full self-realization. Now that you have been connected and realigned with your
divine blueprint of perfection, you can reconnect and tap into these divine source codes any time by
closing your eyes and peering deep into your indigo blue pupil. This pupil is your portal to divine
consciousness. Just remember to breathe in the eternal wisdom and infinite love so that it fills your
entire being. This creates a powerful aura that transforms into a pillar of light extending from the
heart of Mother Earth into the Paradise Core of creation. Imagine yourself vibrating at a higher
frequency as you tune into your higher-self and simultaneously to the multidimensional aspects of
your whole self. You are creating in multiple realms of time and space all at once in the fullest
expression of your multi-dimensional being.
In this way, you are harmonizing with your higher-self as well as the multidimensional aspects of
your whole self. You are becoming reunited with your whole soul and all the 12 emanations of your
multidimensional being. Tuning into your divine blueprint of perfection realigns all the
multidimensional aspects of who you are expressing in many dimensional realms of time and space
realities. You are one with these soul extensions of your whole soul for it is the fullest expression of
your highest self projecting these holographic images from eternity. Your eternal self is the divine
blueprint of perfection projecting these multidimensional images of your holographic soul
extensions who are simultaneously experiencing many time and space realities.
This indigo pillar of light becomes a tunnel of communication with your higher-self as you share
your time and space experiences and the knowledge gained in these realms with your higher-self in
eternity and in turn, your higher-self fills you with the eternal wisdom and infinite love of the
original source codes of creation. Opening this portal of communication is the key to full selfrealization and the quick path to full enlightenment in this lifetime. As you reactivate your divine
blueprint of perfection, you become a higher dimensional expression reflecting the divine qualities
of your highest self. You become a higher dimensional being and you perceive a higher dimensional
reality beyond the third dimension, through the fourth dimension and into the fifth dimensional
expression of a higher reality defined by unity consciousness.
This is the goal of your incarnate journey of self-realization to progressively evolve through the
multidimensional realms of time and space on your journey home to the Divine Source. You are
becoming the light of divine love. You are becoming a radiant love light being directly connected to
Source at all times. You are becoming the fullest expression of your divine self emanating infinite
love and eternal wisdom. You are both human and divine. Remember that always and know that
you can connect into the wisdom of the eternal source of who you truly are at any time. You can
connect into the Divine Source of love behind all of creation. With deep love for your brothers and
sisters, you can radiate this love and light outward every day in every way. You can share the divine
love and wisdom of the Source in many gentle and caring ways. When you spread the love and light,
it expands and ignites the Divine Matrix of Creation. It ignites everyone through the collective

consciousness grid. As the divine spark within each and every cell of creation is ignited, the entire
matrix comes online and propels into a new higher dimensional expression of reality defined by
love, unity, peace and joy. Together, we can propel ourselves into a new Golden Age of
Enlightenment by ascending together as one unified expression of divine love and light.
Remember, you are loved more than you can possibly imagine and always will be for all of eternity
and into infinity for the divine light of creation is fueled by the power of pure unconditional love.
And so it is. And so be it. Amen.

Morning Glory: A Guided Meditation

(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

Stand up and reach for the sky opening your arms up wide to embrace the day. Now close your eyes
as you align with the radiant sun beams of light emanating from the Source. Allow this light to enter
through your third eye at the center of your forehead between your brows. Feel the light penetrate
through to the center of your head and ignite the point of light between the hemispheres of your
brain at the base of your skull. As this powerful beam of light ignites this sacred center, it produces
an explosion of light like a flash expanding in all directions far and wide surrounding you with the
gold and white light and connecting you with the sacred wisdom from all of eternity. Now imagine a
powerful ray of light penetrating the sacred center of your heart. Feel the force of the light
penetrating that center like a laser beam and on contact, the tiny core explodes into a great
expansion of radiant energy just like the sun. These light rays merge and interact with the beams of
light emanating from the center of your head.
Now imagine a single point of light behind your belly button at the sacral center of your being.
Picture a tiny point at the very core of the sun vibrating with the power of Source potential.
Intentionally draw that energy potential into your sacral center like a powerful laser beam igniting
the force within you. As this beam connects with the core of your being, a radiant flash of light
expands in all directions and these rays merge with the radiations of light emanating from your
heart center and your brain center. Together they produce a brilliant trinity of radiant love that
brightly illuminates the space around you and expands into infinity. You are now connected with
the Paradise Trinity and now have the divine potential to access the infinite field of consciousness.
It is important now to connect with Mother Earth so that you stay grounded during our adventure
today.
So let's get plugged in by spinning our root chakra of survival consciousness and releasing a
powerful stream of energy from the base of your spine into the earth with a spiraling band of blue
green light. This band penetrates the surface of the earth and energetically spirals through the dirt,
rock, minerals, gems and crystals embedded in the earth. As the spiraling energy breaks through
the crystalline matrix of the inner earth, it reaches the yellow edges of the boiling lava and powers
through the thick orange bubbles into the red-hot iron core crystal at her heart center. At this point,
the soul of your being is connected to the radiant heart of Mother Earth and you feel the essence of
motherly love emanating from her core. This love fills your being and you reciprocate by sending
her childlike adoration and profound gratitude for the sense of belonging that it brings.

Now pulling all the energy condensed at the core of the earth back up into your being, imagine the
spiraling cord traversing upward through the fire, lava and minerals penetrating the surface of the
earth beneath you and shooting up through the base of your spine spinning your root chakra. At
this point, the cord splits into two electric blue beams of spiraling light which braid your vertebrae
and travel upward toward your orange wheel of desire consciousness spinning it and illuminating it
from the center outward and filling your being with a sense of longing. The spiraling cords emerge
from this center of desire upward toward the center of power condensed within the wheel of your
solar plexus. Release the power held in this center and allow it to radiate in all directions far and
wide as it spins clockwise. This power-consciousness fills you with the pure potential to do, be and
have anything within the infinite abundance of the vast universe empowered by your pure
intentions. The electric blue cords explode out of your solar power center racing toward the power
of love within your heart. This green wheel of love-consciousness spins wildly expanding into
eternity as a sense of unconditional love for all living beings brings you great joy. A powerful sense
of connection to all life across the eternal realms of time and space overwhelms you and you are
consumed with a profound sense of oneness.
Now at peace within the comfort of this unity-consciousness, the kundalini energy braids your
spine and reaches the base of your throat where a brilliant sky-blue wheel is ignited. By spinning
and illuminating it, it spreads not just horizontally but also spherically producing a ball of blue light
that surrounds you like a bubble. Now imagine blowing this bubble up with forceful exhalations
that make it expand and grow until it connects and merges with the bubbles of communication
engulfing all beings. The spiraling blue cords vibrate excitedly as they anticipate connecting with
the wisdom chakra behind your third eye for they know this is a powerful center of inner truth and
pure consciousness. As your indigo blue wisdom chakra spins and expands, it illuminates all the
knowledge within your aura. Your soul is the accumulation of all the experiential knowledge you
have gained since the beginning of your existence and the Akashic records remain with you like an
aura of light around your being at all times. Connecting with your wisdom chakra allows you to
access this vast amount of encoded information.
Emerging from your wheel of inner truth, the electric blue cords, one of light and one of love,
intertwine as they ascend toward your crown chakra where the violet wheel of divine
consciousness lies waiting. The moment the cords of love and light connect with the center of this
divine wheel, you feel a powerful surge of electrical energy ignite the entire length of your spinal
cord. This sensation fills you with a sense of great empowerment and illuminates you with limitless
energy unlike any other source. You are now filled with the unlimited potential of divine
consciousness which is omnipotent, omniscient and omnipresent. As this violet wheel spins with
the combined force of love and light, it expands into eternity and settles in infinity. You feel a
powerful beam of light streaming out from your crown and at the same time, are aware of a strong
force of energy streaming in.
You are now transmitting and receiving the infinite knowledge within the universal field of
consciousness. This opens a line of communication which triggers a great expansion of
consciousness like a sharing of ideas between your own inner accumulation of knowledge and the
divine wisdom from all of eternity. It is within this space, the eternal present, that divine truths will
be revealed to you and wherein the power of your intention and the force of your free will have
unlimited potential. If you make a sincere effort to remain focused on the point of light at the center
of your head, your pineal gland, you can access the eternal now moment where an imaginary plane
of horizontal light intersects with a plane of vertical light. Bu doing this, you will intuitively discover
your own personal truth and become increasingly aware of the meaning behind the synchronistic
events unfolding in your perception of reality moment by moment. With each breath that you

inhale and exhale, the truth of your reality is unfolding before your very eyes and as your being
expands and contracts, it harmonizes with the natural rhythm of the energetic swell and release of
the world around you. Synchronized with the universe, your soul will make progress on its
Ascension path toward the light of love at the Paradise Core of Creation. By sincerely engaging in
this progressive evolution of consciousness, you are expanding your divine potential and realizing
the true nature of your magnificent being. You are an energetic being vibrating with the power of
pure love and divine light. With this profound realization, let's embark upon today's adventure. This
journey will take us into the multidimensional realms of consciousness illuminated by the seven
rays of creation.

Golden Age Initiation

Preparation for Initiation

(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

On the ascension path, collectively we can create a new Golden Age of Enlightenment by creating
Heaven on Earth. During the last Golden Age in Egypt, the people were inspired by Gods and
Goddesses who came to show them a higher way of living and being. This time around, it’s up to us
to create a paradise realm where unity, peace and harmony prevail. We can access the
God/Goddess within for guidance on our ascension. We can also call upon guidance from the
celestial gods and goddesses who have arisen and are eager to co-create this ascension with us
from above. We can tune into the Golden Ages of the past and request teachings from Group Ra,
Akhnaton and Nefertiti, Osiris and Isis, Horus and Thoth, Sekhmet and Hathor, and maybe even our
own soul aspect who experienced an incarnation there!
Take a few deep breaths and close your eyes. Energetically expand your heart and consciously open
your mind. In the distance, you begin to see the formation of a tropical paradise emerging. Watch as
the sands of the desert transform into a shimmering sea of gold dust. Magnificent gold structures
and elaborate pillars take form within the enclaves of towering palm trees. A spectacular Golden
City of Light is emerging before your very eyes!
You are energetically drawn toward a temple in the shape of a pyramid whose grand entrance is
flanked by golden statues resembling gods. You have entered a magnetic field that is pulling you
along with its powerful grasp and leading you into the center of this sacred Temple. You are
magnetically drawn to a spot directly below the highest point of this pyramidal structure. In this
space, you are surrounded by a gold-flecked spiral of circulating energy that originates from the
ground below and is drawn upward to the center point overhead. You become acutely aware of the
upward pull of the spiraling energy which inspires the ascension of your spirit. You are now ready
to receive a powerful initiation into the pyramidal energy.

Initiation into the Pyramid of Golden Light

At the beginning of the last Golden Age of Enlightenment, the Great Pyramid was placed at the
geodesic center of the world beneath it and aligned with a belt star of Orion above it. It is the
foundation stone on planet Earth with its four sides facing in the four directions representing the
four elements with the fifth element of consciousness inside. The crystal capstone was aligned
directly with a belt star of the constellation Orion, “the way shower for ascending souls”, who is
pointing directly at the constellation Ophiuchus, “the gatekeeper to the portal of Ascension.”
Various shafts within the great pyramid were aligned directly with other constellations in the sky
each serving a specific purpose for the ascension and enlightenment of the soul. The great pyramid
was used for mystery school initiations and golden age activations. The Egyptians knew the
profound significance of the fundamental truth: "As above so below, as within so without." They
were focused on bringing heaven above to the earth below and to activating the divine within and
without. In the following pyramid initiation, we will ground into the earth beneath us as our
foundation stone for our human experience and tune in to Orion and Ophiuchus above us as the
way shower and gatekeeper for our divine ascension.
Let's start by envisioning ourselves seated in center of the great golden pyramid. Imagine the foursided base beneath you shimmering in gold with massive golden triangles shooting up from each
side and coming together at the crystal capstone overhead. Imagine this sparkling crystal capstone
as a powerful generator energizing and activating the pyramid. You are surrounded completely
now by shimmering golden light. As the spiraling energy swirling within the great pyramid raises
your vibrational frequency, you are transformed into a golden light being from the bottom of your
feet to the crown of your head. Imagine the golden light swirling around your feet and igniting your
toes. Feel the swirling energy spiraling up your ankles and calves and encircling your knees. This is
a scintillating energy that is activating your cells with sparks of divine power. Now the golden
energy spirals around your thighs and circles your hips and pelvis. Moving upward, it spins around
your core and into your chest flowing down the length of your arms. Now it spirals around your
neck and into your chin, nose and cheeks. As this powerful energy swirls around your forehead, it
activates the hemispheres of your brain. Imagine your brain “turned on” by this golden light and
picture your pineal gland shimmering like a golden pinecone. Every cell in your body is ignited with
the power of this golden flame and you are elevated to new heights of higher consciousness.
Now, let's run a silver cord from the base of our spine down into the center of Mother Earth, to stay
connected to our foundation before soaring into the higher heights of our origin. Our silver cord is
plugged into the heart of Mother Earth so that the gravity of her love will sustain us within her

grasp while we explore the celestial realms.
For your pyramid initiation, you will start by realizing that you yourself are a pyramid of golden
light with the crystal capstone above your head. In your meditation posture, you resemble a
pyramid and your light body shimmers with golden light. The crystal pyramid floating and spinning
above your crown is your eighth chakra or Gateway to Ascension. This is your own personal crystal
capstone and power generator. It is running at full power as it turns on and powers every cell of
your entire being. Now place your consciousness fully within this crystal pyramid. You have left
your physical body now and become your soul star glowing within the crystal capstone above your
head.
Observe the crystal pyramid that your consciousness is within. See the base of the crystal pyramid
with four sides and know that this represents the cube or earth element. Now recognize each of the
four triangles surrounding you and recognize each of the four directions and elements they
represent. Directly behind you is the triangle that represents the South and the fire element. To the
left of you is the triangle that represents the West and the wind or air element. To the right of you is
the triangle that represents the East and the water element. Directly in front of you is the triangle
that represents the North and the fifth element, ether, or higher consciousness. This is where your
attention is now focused. See the pyramid in front of you as an expression of the Trinity with a point
in the center. Now imagine that point is the tip of three triangles expanding outward from the
venter. Within the larger triangle, the 3 bases of these three triangles within are the 3 sides of the
larger pyramid.
Imagine that the small triangle whose base is the same base of the larger triangle is the Trinity
expression of the child or body as a thought-form. The innocent child is seated upon the foundation
as the neutral expression of consciousness. Now focus your attention on the smaller triangle whose
base is the left side of the larger triangle and recognize this as the Father or original thought as the
mind imagining creation. Now turn your attention to the smaller triangle on the right whose base is
the right side of the larger triangle. Recognize this right triangle as the Trinity expression of the
Mother or Holy Spirit illuminating creation. Together, the Father as the mind or light and the
Mother as the spirit of love create the form of the child below. The child becomes a thought form or
body projected by the mind of the father and illuminated by the spirit of the mother.
This trinitization is the thought, light and form. It is the proton, electron and neutron. It is the mind,
spirit and body. It is the love, light and form in action. It is divinity, creativity and creation. It is
three in one and one in three. It is who you are as a Trinity being. It is the fullest expression of you
thrice great! In totality, you are the Father, Mother and child. You are three in one. Feeling a
complete sense of oneness with the Trinity, focus again on the point in the center. Allow a stream of
consciousness to flow through that point in the center. Let your head fall back and looking to the
north you see the three belt stars of Orion. Focus on the middle belt star and picture it as a bright
white point of light. Sour toward that light and seat your consciousness within it. You are now in the
center as the child in the middle belt star. To the left, the Father is represented as the left belt star
and the Mother is represented as the right belt star.
You are now one in three and three and one. You are a celestial being surrounded by the light of
your Father and the love of your Mother in the heavenly realms. You are an illuminated love light
being! You are a golden flame illuminating the heavens. Turning now towards the constellation of
Ophiuchus, the gatekeeper, your golden flame creates a pillar of light connecting the belt stars of
Orion to Ophiuchus, the snake bearer. Allow your soul star to travel through the pillar of light
soaring toward Ophiuchus. Now focus your attention on the gatekeeper and show him that you are

a golden flame of love and light and that your kundalini energy has been ignited from your root to
your crown. Show him that you are a golden love light being shining radiant in the heavens. Show
him that you are fully actualized as three in one and one in three. Upon seeing the brilliance of your
radiant light, Ophiuchus opens the gate giving you entrance into the portal of Ascension.

Ascension into the Golden Light of Divine Love
(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

Now let's begin your Ascension activation. Standing in the doorway of the portal to Ascension, you
see a blinding white light all around you. Give yourself a moment to adjust to the brilliance of this
light. Imagine the bright white light pouring into your crown filling your head and neck, into your
shoulders and pouring down your arms. Imagine this light pouring down from your neck into your
chest, abdomen, hips and thighs down through your knees and into your calves, feet and toes. You
are now shimmering with this bright white light and vibrating at a much higher frequency. Your
elevated frequency increases your light quotient matching the brilliance of the Ascension light. You
are now ready to merge with this light and become an ascended being. You are prepared to enter
this shimmering light because you have raised your love light frequency to this fifth dimensional
level of Ascension.
You are no longer a three dimensional being on the earth plane. You have transitioned through the
fourth dimension of time and transcended it. You are now a living and breathing fifth dimensional
ascended master and there is no turning back. With the knowledge and wisdom, you have gained on
your ascension path, you have now actualized as a 5D master of light expressing pure love. As a 5D
love light being, you have the power to radiate your illuminated consciousness far and wide igniting
the divine spark of your brothers and sisters. You are a 5D spiritualized being, a messenger of light
and emissary of love. You have been activated for the ascension and given access to the 5D portal.
You can now access this portal any time to regenerate and sustain your 5D light quotient
maintaining the higher vibrational frequency of your ascending being. This is a sustaining light and
as you return to the earth plane and reenter your physical body, your 5D love light being within will
radiate all around you and raise the consciousness of all in your presence.
Just being in the presence of your powerful love light radiance, those around you will be activated
and propelled into a higher consciousness. You are now a way shower, you yourself are the snake
bearer with a fully activated kundalini energy flowing through your being. This is who you are now.
Claim it. Own it. Live and breathe it. Take another moment to bathe in the brilliant light of this
ascension portal. Let it fill every cell of your being. Let it activate any remaining dormant DNA
strands. Let it bring your brain fully online now. Allow all the divine source codes to be fully
activated now. You are vibrating at a higher frequency than you have ever felt before. You have
filled your light quotient to the highest possible level. Now you are ready to bring this illuminated
5D consciousness back into your physical form.

Turn back toward the Gateway and thank Ophiuchus, the gatekeeper. Now look toward Orion and
the belt stars. Focus your attention on the middle belt star and stream your consciousness through
it. See the blue sphere of Mother Earth on the other side and project your consciousness through
the stratosphere focusing on the crystal capstone of the great pyramid. Seat your consciousness
within the capstone and peer into the pyramid. See yourself seated within it surrounded by a
swirling golden light. See the crystal capstone above your own head and now seat your
consciousness within it. Now allow your consciousness to pour out of the crystal capstone and back
into your physical body. Place your hands on the ground and feel the floor beneath you. Wiggle your
toes and open your eyes. Now look down at your body and see it shimmering with golden white
light. See yourself as the radiant 5D ascended master that you have now become.
You have been initiated and are now activated. You are now ready to live, breathe and be the
Master of your love light being. You are now ready to initiate and activate your brothers and sisters
by igniting their divine spark and filling them with your radiant love. Congratulations. You are love.
You are light. Spread it far and wide. Amen.

Unity Consciousness Activation
A Heart Expansion Practice
(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

To increase our sense of oneness with all living things and beings and to enhance global unity on
the planet, together we will activate the unity consciousness grid within and without. We will
activate a sense of oneness within our own being by connecting into our wholeness as three in one
and one in three. We will integrate our body, mind and spirit and recognize ourselves as love, light
and form expressing as the father, mother and child in action. Then we will radiate the sense of
oneness outward and see the living light of love in all forms that surround us. Experiencing this
oneness within ourselves and extending that outward to all others, we begin to activate the unity
consciousness grid in our own local sphere of influence. Then we can imagine a sense of oneness
with Mother Earth and all the living things and beings within her and upon her. In this way we can
begin to activate the unity consciousness grid that surrounds the entire planet igniting the divine
spark within all living things and beings and bringing the entire grid online as one enlightened
consciousness.
Let's begin by sitting in a comfortable posture with our spine in an upright position. Extend a
stream of love and light into the heart of Mother Earth beneath you and thank her for being such a
powerful foundation for your human experience to unfold. Activating her heart with your love and
light, you become one with her. As you pull that stream of love-light consciousness up from the
heart of Mother Earth back into the base of your spine, imagine activating the hearts of all the living
things and beings within Mother Earth. For she is a living and loving being and all the minerals,
crystals, water, dirt, rocks and plants within her and upon her are all part of her body. They are like
the cells of her being and so imagine igniting a Golden flame within each of these cells, within all the
molecules of all the living things and beings. Activating all the cells of our sweet dear mother by
igniting all her sparks enhances the radiant love and light that she projects outward to all of her
children.
As we move up through your physical being, let’s spin and activate your chakras along the way so
that there are no shadows or blockages along this powerful line of energy. First ignite your bright
red root chakra and then spin it throwing off any shadows and turning on the light in the center.
Spin off any doubts around your survival and imagine a bright shiny disc spinning and flashing its
bright red light activating your kundalini energy. Extend that bright red spiraling light up into your
sacral chakra and spin this orange wheel faster and faster throwing off any shadows that may be

blocking your creativity and then ignite the flame in the center. Visualize this glowing orange disk
shining brightly. Now imagine a bright orange energy spiraling up to your solar plexus. Spin this
bright yellow wheel and throw off any doubts that may be limiting your power. Ignite the yellow
flame in the center and become fully empowered as this bright yellow disc spins faster. Now
imagine a bright yellow light spiraling up your spine toward your heart center. Spin this emerald
green disk throwing off any lower energies that do not align with pure love. Ignite the emerald
flame in the center and spin this bright green disc faster. Now imagine that emerald green light
spiraling upwards toward your throat and spin this sky-blue disc. Throw off any energy that's
limiting your ability to communicate clearly. Ignite the blue flame in the center and let your voice be
heard. Say out loud, “I am light. I am love. I am power.” Now imagine this sky-blue light spiraling up
toward your third eye spinning this indigo blue disc. Focus on your third eye and see a bright indigo
blue pupil looking back at you. You are now connected to the eternal wisdom stored in your akashic
records. Now imagine that indigo blue energy spiraling up toward your crown. Spin your violet
crown chakra and throw off any shadows that are blocking your clear channel to the divine source.
Imagine this violet disc spinning as you ignite the violet flame transmuting any shadows into light.
Now picture a golden star 8 inches above your head and seat your consciousness within it.
From the vantage point of your soul star, you can look down and see your rainbow body fully
illuminated extending into the heart of Mother Earth. You are whole within your being as your
rainbow body merging all your chakras into one colorful stream of consciousness. You are one with
Mother Earth resonating with the illuminated cells of all the living things and beings within her and
upon her. Now let’s ignite the golden flame within all the cells of all living things and beings that
surround you. Imagine your friends and family and ignite every cell of their beings with the golden
flame of love and light. Now imagine the birds in the sky and the animals on the land and the fish
and the mammals in the water and ignite each one of their cells with the golden flame of love and
light. Now imagine the entire planet consumed with the violet flame and watch as it transmutes all
shadows and darkness into pure love and light. As the entire planet is transformed into a golden
ball of love and light, imagine a spherical grid embracing it. This is the unity consciousness grid and
as the golden love and light emanate from Mother Earth and all her children, each point on this grid
is activated and ignited with the golden flame. There is a point on the grid for each and every living
being and thing on the planet. As every cell of these beings is ignited with the Golden flame, each
point on the grid is activated.
Now watch as the entire unity consciousness grid lights up and shimmers in gold and white light. As
it does imagine that each living thing and being is also shimmering in golden white light. Imagine all
living things and beings feeling a greater sense of oneness within themselves and towards all
others. Imagine all the people on the planet seeing the divine light within all their brothers and
sisters and feeling a greater sense of love and empathy toward them. Imagine love, compassion,
empathy and kindness spreading across the globe. As unity consciousness spreads, a greater sense
of harmony settles onto the planet and the children rejoice and sing praise to the light.
Everyone is bathed in the golden light of pure love and harmony and joy prevail as global unity
defines the new reality and planetary peace is the new way. This is the new Golden Age of
Enlightenment and the more we intentionally ignite the golden flame within ourselves and all
others, the more we increase the harmonics of unity, peace and joy. The more we enhance the love,
compassion, empathy and kindness toward ourselves and all others. The more we create this higher
dimensional frequency, the more we project our consciousness into a 5D way of living and being.
Let's create heaven on earth, my friends, and always remember the fundamental truth: “As above so
below, as within so without.” May everything shine with the golden love and light of the infinite
source for we are all and from the same divine source. We are one. And so be it. And so it is. Amen.

Merkaba Initiation
(Audio version available at: www.SuzanneRossWellness.com)

You are a rainbow light body. Your soul is intricately interwoven into the consciousness matrix of
Mother Earth. The Hopis refer to the mother of creation as Grandmother Spider. This is an analogy
for how the mother holds us in her web of consciousness. We can become trapped in the 3D
consciousness matrix especially when there are many attachments holding us within this web. The
intention behind many Buddhist practices is to detach from our sense desires in this realm so that
we can explore other realms beyond this limited 3D perspective. We can still remain interwoven
into the earth plane and embrace our present experience while expanding our awareness into the
multidimensional realms of time, space and beyond into eternity and even infinity. A powerful way
to do this is to move beyond our seven chakras and to place our consciousness within the Golden
soul star 8 inches above our heads.
We can envision the soul star as a star tetrahedron wherein the inverted triangle representing our
human soul is merged with the upright triangle representing our cosmic soul. The star tetrahedron,
in its 3D manifestation as a Golden hologram, also represents a Merkaba. Once our consciousness is
seated inside this Merkaba above we can imagine it expanding to the size of the vehicle within
which we can travel throughout the cosmos because that's exactly what we’re going to do in the
following Golden Star Merkaba Activation.

Golden Star Merkaba Activation

To get started, just sit back, get comfortable and close your eyes. Now follow your breath as it
moves in and out of your body. Take a deep breath in through your nose and expand your belly
while counting to five and then breathe out through your mouth while contracting your belly to the
count of five. Repeat this until you feel calm, centered and in a fully relaxed state. Now bring your
attention to your third eye by focusing on the space between your brows until you see the shape of
an eye in front of you with a piercing indigo blue pupil staring back at you. Move into this expanded
consciousness which gives you access to the Akashic records of your eternal soul. Make a request to
communicate directly with your highest self as the eternal soul who is projecting the
multidimensional holograms of your time and space experiential selves. Your eternal soul is your
existential self - the only true you existing in the eternal now moment.
Envision your eternal soul as the fullest expression of all that you are. Picture yourself expressing in
the eternal realm as an angelic light being. This is you fully expressed as the embodiment of your
perfect divine blue print. You are the ultimate expression of beauty, truth, grace and symmetry.
Imagine yourself taking on the most beautiful form you can possibly imagine and so it is and that is
you. This is your “I AM”. Now imagine this beautiful portrayal of yourself in the center of a circle
with your arms outstretched. Imagine that there are 12 points of consciousness evenly spaced
encircling you. These circles represent the 12 dimensions that your eternal soul is interwoven into.
Nine of these realms, 3D through 11D exist as a holographic time and space realities. 12D, 1D and
2D are eternal, infinite and elemental as the Eternals, Deity and Aten.
We will begin this Golden Star Merkaba activation, by tuning into the twelfth dimension. This is the
eternal realm of divine perfection perfectly settled in the eternal now moment. This is also the
realm of the Eternals. This eternal realm has a beginning but no ending. This is the central universe
which has the Paradise Core to infinity at its center. Through the Paradise Core, the Infinite Source
continues to flow through the portal of eternity so that creation can expand endlessly. This realm is
the perfect expression of creation. The perfect divine blueprint for the only true universal reality
and all other time and space holographic universes are merely a reflection of this one perfect
universe. All the forms here are the fullest expression of their perfect divine blueprint. The
fundamental patterns of creation are expressed in their perfected state without any distortion.
There is perfect divine order without any perception of chaos. Unity, harmony, peace and joy
prevail in this perfectly synchronized universe of divine perfection. Here is where the 12 male and
female creator beings reside as the 24 elders. They represent the 12 male and female blueprints or
24 perfect designs they can express with perfection in eternity. As these perfect forms are projected
into the realms of time and space as conscious beings, their blueprint becomes distorted as a

holographic projection. They become fragmented fractals as they are separated from the Divine
Source. Their consciousness becomes distorted and these fragmented souls cannot be perfectly
aligned with their divine blueprint until they connect back into their eternal soul in the central
universe of divine perfection.
As you tune into your indigo blue third eye, that is exactly what you are doing. You are traveling
beyond the time and space illusion and connecting directly back into your eternal soul so that you
can be perfectly aligned with it. You move beyond the chaos and into divine order. You become
perfectly synchronized with who you are as a divinely perfect being expressing all the highest
qualities of unity, harmony, truth, beauty, grace and symmetry. Once you have connected into your
eternal soul in this way, you will forever remain in direct communication. Your eternal soul is
plugged directly into the Divine Source as well being in such close proximity to it. Through your
eternal soul you can connect directly into the Paradise Core and travel through it. Any time you like,
you can travel through the core and be seated in the infinite sea of pure bliss.
Let’s move through this Paradise portal into the first dimension now. The Paradise Core at the
center of creation is the portal to infinity. It is the first dimension beyond creation. It is the infinite
source of creation which we call Deity. In this realm, consciousness is infinite existing in a pure bliss
state of violet transcendence that is beginningless and endless. As far as you can see in all directions
there is only pure stillness and infinite violet light. You feel totally at peace in this expansive and
unlimited space. It is blissful and serene in this realm beyond existence and experience. This is the
Absonite realm where you can just be without any expectation or reason or purpose. Here you can
simply be at one with the infinite source of pure consciousness.
From infinity into eternity, let's move beyond the Paradise Core and central universe of perfection
into the second dimension of creation. This is the elemental realm of creation we call Aten. Here is
where the fundamental patterns of creation transform into sacred geometry and begin to form
elements such as fire, air, water and earth. These are the elements necessary to create the physical
illusion of form in the time and space realm. The second dimension is the space between the central
universe of eternal perfection and the time and space universes of holographic illusion. Here is the
realm where the only true eternal reality transforms into a holographic reflection of the one perfect
universe. All time and space universes are merely a reflection of this one perfect central universe.
Imagine the true forms in eternity transforming into holograms. See how the elements of creation
transform from fire, air, earth and water to holographic projections through the use of sacred
geometry. Fire becomes a tetrahedron, air becomes an octahedron, water becomes an icosahedron
and consciousness itself becomes a dodecahedron. These are the holographic forms of the elements
that can be projected into the creation of the time and space universes.

Now that we have visited infinity and eternity, it’s time to explore the multidimensional realms of
time and space experience. Imagine your eternal soul standing in the center of a perfect circle
which is defined by 12 individual circles evenly spaced around you. Now turn toward the circle
marked 3D. And then slowly move your attention to the circles that follow from 4D to 9D and
imagine who you might be in these multidimensional realms with each of your forms getting lighter
and lighter until you become formless in the 10th and 11th dimensions. These are the nine
experiential realms from 3D to 11D. Amongst these holographic dimensional experiences, you may
be expressing in both physical and spiritual incarnations. You are also experiencing in other
galaxies and parallel universes. In the fullest expression of who you truly are in the eternal now
moment, you are simultaneously expressing in multidimensional realms as a cosmic citizen who is
intergalactic and can travel around the cosmos through interdimensional portals. As we imagine
this interdimensional travel, I want you to move your consciousness into your crown chakra and
spin it counterclockwise transcending time.
Imagine that the violet chakra spinning at the crown of your head is in truth a black hole with two
spiraling arms seated at the center of an immense galaxy. Get ready to travel through the
supermassive black hole at the center of this galaxy. Imagine the two spiraling arms as one bright
red with a masculine quality and the other electric blue with a feminine quality. With these two
qualities perfectly synchronized, you can easily travel through the black hole in the center now that
you are perfectly balanced within your masculine and feminine energies. Now as a perfectly
balanced being, you can travel through the portal of divine light between your crown chakra and
the 8th Golden Star chakra 8 inches above your head. On the other side of this light portal, you can
step into your Golden Merkaba in the shape of a star tetrahedron where your human self is
perfectly merged with your divine self. Within the space of your Merkaba vehicle, you are both
human and divine and this is the ultimate truth of who you really are.
Imagine stepping into your Golden Merkaba with your consciousness perfectly seated inside of this
Golden Star and get ready to travel throughout the cosmos easily traversing interdimensional
portals from one dimension into the next so that you can view the multidimensional realms that
your eternal soul is experiencing simultaneously in the eternal now moment. Let your imagination
run wild as you visit each of the dimensions starting in 3D with the human form you are
experiencing in this time and space realm and then imagine a golden light portal opening in your 3D
reality which you can easily move into within your Golden Merkaba above and traverse into the
next dimension. Imagine what this next dimension might look like. 4D is the astral realm where the
interplay between the light beings and the dark beings is intense. This is where angels and demons
both reside, and it is where you as a light warrior are overcoming the darkness and transmuting the
shadows with your golden rod of light.

Now imagine a golden light portal opening in this realm so that you can traverse into the next seven
realms one at a time and see who you might be expressing in these both as a galactic and universal
being. Enjoy this journey and know that who you imagine you might be in these multidimensional
realms is exactly who you are in truth. For you can easily access your other multidimensional selves
expressing in many different time and space realms because you are directly connected into the
eternal soul who is projecting these holographic beings. You are your eternal soul and you know
exactly who you are projecting in these realms of time and space. Tune into them and feel into what
they are experiencing. Imagine what each of your multidimensional selves looks like, feels like and
is seeing and being. In the morning when you wake up, feel free to use your pendulum and the
alphabet to spell out the name of your eternal soul and the nine time and space beings you are
projecting. If you are already practiced with the pendulum, these names will easily reveal
themselves. If you are new at using a pendulum, it may take more practice. But in the end, whether
with the pendulum or with your expanded vision, these names will reveal themselves to you and
you can tune into them any time at will. For guidance tuning into your multidimensional selves,
click on sessions on website www.SuzanneRossWellness.com and choose Multidimensional Soul
Reunion. I will be delighted to guide you through the process of revealing the identities of your
souls fragments and where they are residing so you can be reunited with them.
Now let's move into the 12th dimension of the Eternals who work directly with the elements to
create perfect blueprints of human forms that can express multidimensionally. There are 12 male
and female blueprints which create 24 perfect designs of male-female forms. Reflections of these 24
elders were projected upon planet Earth at the time when Jesus and the 12 disciples were
manifesting on the earth plane. Jesus represented the immortal one as the 13th whole soul in the
center and the 12 disciples the perfect divine compliments. Mother Mary was prepared through
many initiations and activations to bring in this higher dimensional being with her partner through
divine light transmissions of DNA codes. At the same time, there were 12 other couples using DNA
light transmission practices to bring in the other 12 disciples.
Essentially these couples represented the 24 elders plus the 13th immortal couple, Mary and
Joseph, as the Creative Mother and Divine Father. With your Golden Star activated, you can tune
into the 12th dimension and imagine the 24 elders expressing in eternity as the 24 male-female
divine blueprints of perfection. You can also imagine the Creative Trinity of the Father, Mother and
Child expressed perfectly in each one of these beings as divine light, divine love and creative action.
From the 12th dimension, you can see perfectly the portal to infinity where the Divine Trinity
resides in perfect union and perfect bliss as the Divine Father, the creative mother and the perfect
child. You can imagine the Divine Trinity merged perfectly with the Creative Trinity as the divine
star tetrahedron perfectly seated at the center of the portal to infinity. With the upright divine
tetrahedron resting in infinity and the inverted creative tetrahedron extending into eternity, a star
tetrahedron is formed just like the one above your head which is also a portal to eternity and
infinity!
You see you are a multi-dimensional time and space being as well as an eternal soul infused by the
Infinite Source. You are all of these at once as both the Creative and Divine Trinity. You are a perfect
expression of the Divine Father, Creative Mother and Eternal Child. You are divine, creative and
expressive. You are divine light and love in action. You are three in one and one in three. You are
living, eternal and immortal. You are all that and more. You are a divine perfect being expressing in
time and space. Remember that you are divine perfection in action and extend your divine light and
love to all beings in all ways always. And so be it. And so it is. Amen.

